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Abstract
Heat transport through cable-in-conduit conductors (CICCs) used in superconducting
magnet applications is a subject which has thus far been understood only on a superficial
level. However, as the geometries of these conductors grow more sophisticated, leading
up to the more recent CICC with central cooling channel configuration, the need to grasp
the complex processes of local heat transfer that give rise to the global transport becomes
more critical. In this thesis a theoretical and experimental investigation of the heat transfer
in the CICC configured with a central channel is made. In particular, an overall transverse
heat transfer coefficient between the annulus and hole regions of the CICC is identified
and modeled explicitly. By use of simplifying assumptions and Laplace Transform
techniques, the governing energy transport equations are solved and analyzed in various
heating regimes of interest. Ultimately, the magnitude of the transverse heat transfer
coefficient, along with that of another parameter corresponding to the annulus-hole region
heat capacity ratio, are shown to have a direct bearing on the balance of diffusive and
convective heat transport that combine to create a Taylor-Aris like dispersion
phenomenon.
The overall transverse heat transfer coefficient is modeled as a linear superposition of
an inter-regional fluid mixing component, brought about as bulk fluid is intermittently
exchanged between the annulus and hole circuits, and a wall-convective component, a
function of turbulent boundary layer conduction of heat from the inner perimeter of the
annulus. Experimental measurements of the hydraulic characteristics of the porous
annulus region yielded values of directional permeability and inertial coefficient,
parameters governing the modified Darcy equation used to describe the cable bundle flow.
These parameters were shown to dictate the inter-regional mixing contribution to the
transverse heat transfer. In turn, experimental measurements of friction factor and Nusselt
number for flow through a tube lined by a coiled wire spring insert, corresponding to one
of the CICC designs specified for the ITER project, yielded scaling factors that were used
to describe the wall-convective contribution to the transverse heat transfer. Among the
CICC geometry scenarios of interest, the fluid mixing contribution was shown to
dominate.
Ultimately, the experimental results confirmed that indeed the CICC cable bundle can
be classified as a saturated porous medium to which a modified Darcy equation can be
applied to predict fluid momentum transport. An analysis of data corresponding to six
similar CICC cable bundles showed that this classification is fairly universal, and is
obviously more precise, more versatile, and more conducive to the rapid development of
new conductor designs than popular hydraulic radius models. Furthermore, the simple,
inexpensive methods used to characterize the hydraulic resistance of the cable bundle
proved to be more efficient and more accurate overall than conventional methods using
supercritical helium flow loops. Experimental measurements of heat transfer induced by
the coiled wire spring insert were close to expected, yielding an enhancement factor of
about 3 that scales the nominal smooth-tube relation. However, similar measurements of
pressure drop across the spring yielded the rather surprising result that the friction factor
of the central channel is actually 6 to 20 times greater than current correlations predict.
The effects of these results on the CICC design, along with recommendations for sizing
the central hole and for further experimental study are discussed.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Application and Design of Cable-In-Conduit-Conductors
The cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) has become the primary choice of conductor type
in many high field superconducting magnet applications. High torque DC motors,
magnetic levitation (MAGLEV) for high-speed trains, hybrid magnetic energy storage,
high energy particle physics research, and magneto-hydrodynamic propulsion (MHD) are
just a few of the many areas in which these types of superconductors are finding use.
Magnet coils constructed with CICCs are characterized by good structural integrity, high
electro-thermal stability, and strong resistance to high voltages. Consequently, CICCs
offer the key advantage of being able to support high electrical currents and thereby
produce large magnetic fields while maintaining energy losses at a minimum. Of all the
uses cable-in-conduit superconductors are finding, however, their most notable application
is in magnetically-confined thermonuclear fusion power generation. The conductors are
incorporated into all three of the principal magnet systems in fusion tokamaks to produce
fields ranging as high as 13 Tesla, as in the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) tokamak, which is clearly the most ambitious controlled fusion
technology project to date. Because of the relatively severe electrodynamic, thermal, and
structural conditions these conductors must endure during tokamak operation, their
efficient design becomes a critical factor in the overall success of the machine.
The typical ITER-type CICC features a multi-strand, multi-stage cable encased in a
structural alloy conduit. The strands themselves consist of the superconducting material,
chiefly Nb 3Sn or NbTi, integrated into a matrix of metallic stabilizer, such as copper,
which generally represents 60% or more of the total strand volume. Often, the strands
may be chrome-plated to reduce transverse eddy-current losses in the cable when exposed
to transient operating conditions, such as field ramping. Furthermore, the largest sub-
cables are also sometimes partially wrapped in a stainless steel foil ribbon to provide
additional transverse electrical insulation. As the strict magnetic field requirements place a
greater demand on the conductors to sustain higher currents and thus higher current
densities, the overall temperature stability of the composite cable is rendered extremely
critical. In general, to operate the conductor in a superconducting state, the cable must be
kept at a temperature near 5 K. In order to accomplish this, supercritical helium is force-
flowed through the cable interstices, composing anywhere from 25 to 40% of the total
conduit internal area. These limits on the cable porosity are bounded by electrical and
mechanical constraints, and are thus not very flexible with respect to general design
changes in the conductor. As is evident in Figure 1-1, the conduit of this conventional
CICC configuration serves to contain the cable and the helium coolant, providing both
insulation and structural support within the winding pack of the magnet. Additional
insulation is provided by vacuum-pressure impregnation of the winding pack with an
epoxy compound.
Cable
Strandble
Subcable /- CAlloyConduit
Figure 1-1: Cross-sectional view of the conventional CICC configuration.
Because the helium flow paths within the CICC can range up to a kilometer in length in
the ITER magnet systems, frictional forces imposed by the cable on the fluid can be
substantial. Consequently, a high inlet pressure is required to supply a flow rate capable
not only of overcoming the frictional drag, but also of removing the energy dissipated in
the conductor as a result of the shear losses such that overall temperature rises are kept to
a minimum. As the two goals are clearly in conflict, the design of the cryogenic heat
transport system in a CICC magnet coil often becomes an act of careful balancing.
To offset these losses without sacrificing helium mass flow rate and subsequently the
thermodynamic performance capabilities of the system, an alternative CICC geometry has
been proposed for the ITER Toroidal and Poloidal Field magnet coils. The basic multi-
stage cable layout and conduit configuration retain their original forms, but an open
concentric channel is incorporated along the conductor centerline, as shown in Figure 1-2.
This channel is structurally supported against the surrounding annular cable-space with a
stainless steel or incoloy alloy spring-like coil. The resultant hole now imposed down the
middle of the cable creates a comparatively low impedance hydraulic path through which
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more helium mass may flow in response to a given pressure drop, thereby increasing the
available heat capacitance rate through the system.
Hole
Region
Annular
" Cable Bundle
Coiled
Wire Spring
Figure 1-2: Cross-sectional view of the CICC with central hole configuration.
1.2 Fluid and Heat Transport in a CICC
Fluid transport in a conventional CICC has traditionally been conceptualized by employing
a hydraulic radius model in which an arbitrary characteristic length equal to four times the
flow area divided by the total wetted perimeter is used to describe the flow behavior
[7,11,12,20,22,23,25,27,40]. Essentially, the fluid transport is construed as tube or
capillary-like flow, in which the fluid streamlines are presumed parallel and uniformly
distributed in space. A direct consequence of this modeling approach is that the flow
velocity must also be considered both uniform and unidirectional across the entire cross-
section of the conductor, reducing the fluid transport analysis down to a one-dimensional
problem. As there is nothing in this model to account for the flow tortuosity or the
transverse eddy transfer in the flow field, factors that significantly alter the global flow
behavior, the determination of the cable medium fluid dynamic resistance characteristics,
nominally manifested in the standard Darcy friction factor, unavoidably becomes a matter
of empirical study.
Not surprisingly, the hydraulic radius model of fluid transport in a conventional CICC has
been carried over and applied directly to describe the conductor heat transfer. In general,
a CICC used in a tokamak application must withstand three principal types of heating:
AC loss heating, which is a combination of superconductor hysteresis and eddy-current
losses occurring during field transients; nuclear heating, a result of neutron bombardment
with the conductor during periods of plasma reaction; and finally quench stability and
propagation, a phenomenon of very rapid and expansive heating occurring when a
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disturbance of some kind causes the conductor or some segment therein to lose its
superconducting behavior and go "normal." As the current is subsequently forced through
the relatively high resistivity copper stabilizer, enormous heat loads are produced as a
result of Joule heating. In all of these heating regimes, however, the heat loads are
presumed uniform across the entire conductor cross-section. Logically then, the only heat
transfer process of relevance becomes the one describing the local absorption of energy
from the cable strands into the adjacent convecting fluid coolant. This description,
consistent with that of the fluid transport in the CICC, employs the standard tube flow
Nusselt number relations, including the Dittus-Boelter-Giarrantano relation [16] for
supercritical helium flows considered to be in the turbulent regime. However, despite the
wide-spread acceptance of this tube-flow approach to examining local heat transfer within
the interstices of a CICC cable, it is not at all clear whether the corresponding Nusselt
number relations are applicable. For one, the flow tortuosity through the cable medium
has the effect of diminishing fluid boundary layers far beyond that which occurs in normal
turbulent flow. Secondly, it is not obvious how traditional criteria might be used to
distinguish a turbulent from laminar flow in the first place. In all, it is conceivable that the
enhancement effects which the flow tortuosity has on the local heat transfer coefficient at
the solid-fluid boundary virtually eliminates the need for any distinction between the
respective temperatures of the strand and the neighboring coolant under all but the most
extreme of heating scenarios.
On top of this obscurity lies the fact that in the CICC with central cooling hole
configuration, the processes involved in both fluid and heat transfer are significantly more
complicated. It is obvious from Fig. 1-2 that the central hole region and the annulus
region represent two completely distinct hydraulic flow paths. Subjected to a common
pressure gradient, the two flow paths behave as hydraulic resistors lying in parallel, such
that the total mass flow rate divides regionally according to some ratio of the local
impedances. Presumably, the flow in the central channel is turbulated by the coiled wire
spring to a point where the average velocity profile in the hole is uniform. Consistent with
the prior assumption in the conventional CICC configuration that the flow velocity
through the cable-bundle is uniform, it is likewise assumed that the flow in the annular
cable bundle is uniform as well. This choice of assumptions as a base for the fluid
transport analysis creates a situation in which we must accept a discontinuity in flow
velocity at the annulus-hole interface, an approximation that may well be accurate with
I Based on standard CICC operating flow rates in the ITER design concept.
.high Reynolds number flows, but must clearly break down in the low Reynolds number
regime where the flow rates in the two regions converge.
It is readily apparent that the non-uniform flow velocity distribution in the CICC with
central hole will inevitably give rise to transverse temperature gradients in the conductor
as well. Even if the heat loads remain homogeneously distributed within the annular cable
bundle, the higher enthalpy rate supplied by the hole flow (assuming the central channel is
carrying the greater mass flow) serves as either a heat sink or source depending on the
temperature state of the local cable cross-section. These temperature gradients, and the
resultant transverse: flow of heat between the annulus and hole regions, must clearly have a
significant impact on the overall global heat transport dynamics in the CICC coolant
system. An accurate and thorough understanding of the mechanisms which come into play
in the transverse heat transfer thus becomes a critical factor in the design of the conductor
as a whole.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The CICC with central cooling hole has been largely adopted into the ITER magnet
system design, yet there is still much to be understood with respect to how this particular
configuration affects the thermohydraulic-dynamic behavior of its supercritical helium
coolant. How large the hole should be relative to the annulus, whether the coiled wire
spring is in fact a necessary component, and if so, what effects does it have, as well as
what are the overall effects of the sub-cable foil wrapping are just a few of the many
relevant questions whose answers stand to have a significant impact on the final conductor
design. Until some theoretical guidelines are established to pilot the direction of this
design, the effort to optimize the conductor performance capabilities will be severely
handicapped.
In terms of the conductor thermodynamic performance, the parameters affecting the
transfer of heat across the annulus-hole boundary, as well as across the annular cable-
bundle itself are of particular interest. However, while both heat transfer processes clearly
contribute to the overall thermohydraulic-dynamic behavior, the heat transfer across the
annulus-hole interface is especially key, as herein lies the thermodynamic coupling of the
hole and annulus fluid flows, giving way to the special binary component parallel flow
behavior that renders the CICC with central hole configuration unique. As a result, the
focus of this thesis research centers primarily on the annulus-hole heat transfer.
Specifically, an overall annulus-hole heat transfer coefficient, hereafter denoted by U, is
modeled and defined as a function of a set of conductor geometric parameters and flow
conditions. In developing this model specific attributes of the CICC cable relating to fluid
flow behavior and turbulated flow heat transfer are identified and tested experimentally
both to confirm the modeling assumptions as well as to provide a specific set of parametric
values that can be used as a basis for future CICC designs. Ultimately, the global
importance of the annulus-hole heat transfer coefficient is highlighted in the various
regimes of CICC heating and the overall thermofluid-dynamic behavior of the coolant
system is described analytically.
Chapter II
Two-Component Parallel Flow Heat Transport
In the Introduction the unique physical characteristics of the cable-in-conduit conductor
with central hole were presented and their particular impact on the conductor heat
transport dynamics was outlined. Essentially, the sharp gradient in fluid velocity at the
annulus-hole interface creates a situation in which a large portion of the heat transfer may
actually take place orthogonal to the flow direction. This process of heat diffusion
between the annulus and hole regions combines with the net axial fluid convection in the
central channel to produce a dispersion effect whose behavior is a unique function of
several flow and geometric parameters. In this chapter the heat transport dynamics of this
two-component flow system are explicitly analyzed. Fundamentally, the model developed
here can be applied to any parallel flow-type heat exchanger, or to any single phase pipe
flow situation in which the average interfacial heat transfer coefficient is of key interest.
As applied to a CICC with central hole, the model is derived from first principles,
beginning with a basic statement of the governing energy equations, and subsequently
simplified via use of key assumptions in order to accommodate an explicit mathematical
solution. Herein the model stands out from others that have been generated in previous,
similar studies [5, 12] in that its solution is completely analytical as opposed to strictly
numerical.
2.1 Reduction of the Governing Equations to Simplified Form
There are three principal thermodynamic components in the cable-in-conduit conductor
with central hole: the porous annular cable bundle (subscript c), the interstitial annulus
fluid (subscript a), and the fluid in the central hole channel (subscript h). The cable
conduit and surrounding material are ignored, as we may safely assume that a thin incoloy
jacket (the usual material) adds negligible heat capacitance to the system at cryogenic
temperatures, and the surrounding epoxy insulation can be approximated as an adiabatic
boundary. However, as we will show later, the simplified form of the fluid energy
transport equations will allow us to account for the thermal energy storage of the jacket
and any other physical component fixed in the conductor geometry, such as the coiled
wire spring at the annulus-hole interface.
For the moment we permit the cable temperature Tc, to be a time variant function of the
radial and axial coordinates- that is T7 = Tc (r, x, t). We assume that Tc has no azimuthal
dependence. Hence, given the porous nature of the cable, T, must essentially represent a
local, axisymmetric, average value of cable temperature at a particular time at a particular
location in two-dimensional space.
Likewise we define the annulus fluid temperature such that Ta = Ta(r,x,t). Here Ta
represents the local, axisymmetric, average bulk temperature of the fluid at a particular
time at a particular location in two-dimensional space. This is to imply that at any given
cable interstice located at a set of coordinates (r , x*), the temperature is represented by a
single bulk value, discounting gradients resulting from boundary layers in contact with the
adjacent cable strands. Ta thus represents the average of all fluid bulk temperatures at any
specified r, x, and t.
On the other hand, we permit the hole fluid temperature, Th, to be dependent on x and t
only, hence T. = T, (x,t). As a result, Th automatically represents the single hole fluid bulk
temperature averaged over the central channel cross-section at any given time and axial
position. The hole temperature is by definition spatially one-dimensional.
The three fundamental governing energy equations are thus:
Cable: (pcA) D(T = V[( V(T))]+ "Ac (2-la)Dr
Annulus Fluid: (pc,A) D(a VV[(V V(Ta)]+(3A)a(T Pa +Aa(a (2-1b)
Dt Dt
Hole Fluid: (pc,A) D(Th) -V.[(A)h .V(Th)]+(13A)h(Th) DP+ AAhh (2-1c)h Dt Dt
Here pc or pc, represents a per unit volume heat capacitance, A is the corresponding
cross-sectional area of each component, K is the corresponding thermal conductivity, q"
is a radially homogeneous source term [Wm-3], P is the thermal expansivity of the fluid, (D
is the corresponding average dissipation term, and D/Dt is the substantial derivative
= alat + u- V. The bracket terms ( ) imply a local averaging over a characteristic volume,
corresponding to the cross-sectional area of the central channel for the hole fluid, and a
characteristic pore size for the cable and annulus fluid in the porous cable bundle (Refer to
Section 3.2). Note that in stating the energy equations in this way we implicitly assume
that the respective fluid velocities of the hole and annulus regions are constant over these
areas.
To begin the reduction of Eq. 2-1, we must first elaborate the gradient terms, which, in
terms of the volume-averaged temperatures, can be stated as [44]:
V'[(lcA)c V(TC)] = - Pw((TC)-(T,))+I a OKrk  r + a-[(a)c (2-2a)
rarL I ar ax C ax
.[(KA), V()] = UIP,((T) -(T )+ (KA)T (2-2c)
ax I ax
In Eq. 2-2 ha represents the average annulus-cable forced convection heat transfer
coefficient, P, and Ph are the total wetted perimeters of the cable and hole, respectively,
and U is the overall annulus-hole transverse heat transfer coefficient [Wm-2K'] regulating
heat exchange as a function of temperature potential at the interface coordinate ri.
Furthermore, the parameters K. and K, are the axial and radial components of the medium
thermal conductivity. Note that although both K, and K, will be proportional to K, the
molecular thermal conductivity of the material, K, # K, necessarily, as the effects of cable
twist pitch and turbulent eddy transport add anisotropy to the medium properties.
Via use of a scaling argument we can see that:
a[ a(Tcr) (K,A), AT
ax o, ax o re
conductor ramus <<
_ _[(a,A) r (KcA)AT du
r Lr ar ra, ,,a
Similarly for the annulus fluid:
aT a(T)- ( K, A),.AT
ax I\"xKA. ax ecb& sor
r or ar r21 ,
Hence for the hole fluid:
Fa a[(i)x a(A)
ax[ ax JaxL ~ a(Th)ax
and therefore
a F ax) C( - )«1
L Lcondtcor
Application of these scaling arguments to Eq. 2-2 permits us to make our first key
assumption that axial conduction throughout the entire system is negligible, thus reducing
Eq. 2-2 to:
V. [((cA)c .V(TC)-= -hP ((Tc)-(Ta))+ r ,A) r 
V -[((A). aV(To)]= hP, ((Tc) -(T,))+ Ir(TA) r )
v -[(KA),,h V(T, )]= UP, (T<. A_ -(T,))
(2-3a)
(2-3b)
(2-3c)
and back-substituting Eq. 2-3 into 2-1 gets
Cable: (pcA) c --D((T-(Ta))+tDt S(K,A) r +q '".Ar DrI Zc
Annulus Fluid:
(pc,A)a D(TDt
(2-4a)
DPap + Aa(Da (2-4b)
Dt
r2a «Lamuls<< 1
Leconctor
1 [ (T,.) a(A T
+-- (KrA)ar +(JPA)a(T)r ar I ar
Hole Fluid: (pcA)h = UP,(T) -(Th)) +(3A) (T.) p+ Ahd (2-4c)
Dt Dt
We now attempt to reduce the order of the system from three down to two, which from a
mathematical standpoint is a considerably easier system to manipulate. The key to this
reduction is the proper interpretation of the annulus-cable coupling term hP, ((T) - ( T, )).
As hP,, -- o, (Tc) -(T,) - 0 by definition. In fact, this is our desired goal- that is, to
prove that (To) and (T,) are precisely coupled such that one cannot be considered
independent of the other. However, the rate of convection heat transfer between the cable
and the annulus fluid can only be appraised relative to the rate of heat absorption into the
interacting media. Specifically, in order to consider haP, as infinite, which is equivalent to
considering the interacting heat transfer as "perfect," the transfer rate must be shown to be
much larger than the absorption rate. Since thermal energy is shared in parallel between
the annulus fluid and the cable, the composite annulus-cable heat capacity must be taken
into account. Ultimately we must show that:
(pc,A) (pcA)C ATh(P(AT >> (pcA) +(pcA)C At
(pcA) (pcA),
or (P<<1 (2-5)
o-P.[(pcA) +(pcA)l At
Note that the quantity (pcA) (pcA),/i'Pw[(pcA) +(pcA)c] is the annulus-cable
thermal equilibrium time constant, corresponding to the time required to achieve
approximately 60% of the change in subsystem state in response to an initial temperature
disturbance. Equation 2-5 implies that in order to consider hoP,, as infinite, the
equilibrium time constant must be much smaller than the smallest characteristic time in the
system as a whole, At. In ITER-type flow systems, At can be on the order of minutes or
milliseconds, depending on whether quasi-steady operation or quench conditions are to be
considered. In a general supercritical helium flow system, however, Eq. 2-5 is more or
less satisfied under both conditions, leading to our second key assumption that annulus-
cable heat transfer is perfect, thus (Tc)= (T.) at all times.
Regarding this second assumption, Eq. 2-4 reduces to:
Annulus: (pcPA) D Ta  1 aT.
Aa Dc T- 1 c A) ar + A+q "'  +(PA) Ta Dp + aaa (2-6a)
Dt r (r ar J Dt
Hole: (pcPA) DTh = U(Ta, T)+ ( T +/A (2-6b)Dt JDt
where
(pcpA) = (pcpA) +(pcA)c (2-7)
and
(K A) a = (K,A), +(K,A)c (2-8)
Note that in dropping this coupling term we may also drop the bracket convention
denoting a value-averaged property, which we do hereafter for simplicity.
We must still contend with the internal annulus radial conduction term. K is a composite
annulus-cable thermal conductivity parameter that accounts for the affects of turbulent
eddy diffusion through the medium as well as molecular conduction. We know that the
gradient has two boundary conditions: one at the jacket where we have assumed
aT /lar = 0, and the other at the annulus inner perimeter where
Sar(*A)a r-1 =-UPh(TaI, T,,) (2-9)
r ar [I\ a ar jI
However, without an explicit model for K* in the intermediary region, Eq. 2-9 is neither
solvable in analytic nor numerical form.' The convenient way to avoid this problem is to
apply the lumped capacity approximation to the combination of cable and fluid in the
annular region. The lumped capacity approximation applied to a general body presumes
that heat conduction internal to the body is much larger than heat convection off the
1 However, K can be approximated once U is defined. See Section 6.3
external surface, such that the body temperature can be considered everywhere uniform.
Whether this approximation is applicable in any heat transfer system rests on the criterion
that the Biot number of the body be much less than one. Specifically:
B A hA, UA, U((da-di) Ud. d2(Bi =i Acr, UK (d.-d , U d, o- 1 <<1 (2-10)
B i'P, P rCP,-h r"'-id 4c' L d,i
where again U is the overall transverse annulus-hole heat transfer coefficient, and do and di
are the outer and inner diameters of the annulus region, respectively. For ITER-scale
CICCs, d/di = 3 to 4, hence (2-10) becomes:
UdiUd <<1 (2-11)
Thus to eliminate the radial gradient term from our governing energy transport equations,
we must establish our third key assumption. Namely, internal annulus
conduction/convection/thermal mixing is very large compared to heat transfer at the
annulus-hole interface perimeter, thus Ta is independent of r.
Applying this critical assumption, T. = T(x, t) only, removing the dependence on the
radial coordinate and reducing the governing energy transport equations down to a
spatially one-dimensional system. Thus Eq. 2-6 simplifies to:
Annulus: (pcPA) Dr = -UPh(T, -Th)+ , T+(DA)T, Op" + A,. (2-12a)SDt Dt
Hole: (pcA) DTh = UP (T -T )+(A), Th Dp h + Ah h  (2-12b)
Dt Dt
where Q'= q"A, {Wmm'), and we have dropped the subscript 'ac' for 'a' in the thermal
inertia term of Eq. 2-12a, although the fact of Eq. 2-7 is still implied.
Even having reduced the governing energy equations down to a second order, one-
dimensional system as described by Eq. 2-12, the compressibility and viscous dissipation
terms still present significant obstacles to the formulation of a solution. However, it may
yet be possible to further simplify the equations by an application of the well-known low
speed flow approximations.
Beginning with the viscous dissipation terms, we recall that:
au a2 (2-13)Oy 82
where 8 is a characteristic boundary layer length scale. To determine whether the Q term
is significant, we must compare the magnitude of energy generated by viscous heating in a
unit volume of fluid with the magnitude of energy transferred through it. Negligible Q
implies that this ratio is small. Hence:
_ = -- = - -.. = Ec-Pr << 1 (2-14)
V-(c-VT) K KAT c AT a
where Ec are Pr represent the fluid Eckert and Prandtl numbers, respectively.
In order to safely neglect the compressibility term, we must show that the rate of change
of internal enthalpy resulting from variations in bulk volume is much smaller than the rate
of change of enthalpy resulting from thermal transfers. Namely:
T D p
Dt <TAp<<1
DT pcpAT
p Dt (2-15)
In most flow systems, even in those consisting of high Prandtl number fluids, the
dissipation term is considered negligible. The Eckert number, which measures the fluid's
capacity to alter its own temperature via a conversion of its kinetic energy into latent heat,
is usually very small, and thus the criterion expressed by Eq. 2-14 is automatically
satisfied. Generally speaking, viscous heating only becomes relevant in gas flow systems
in which high Mach numbers are encountered. In the case of supercritical helium, the ratio
of Prandtl number to specific heat does not vary greatly over the temperature and pressure
range of interest in CICC cooling applications. Meanwhile, a characteristic AT typical to
such an application ranges on the order of 1 K. Considering that the highest velocity
encountered during any of the operational conditions rarely exceeds 1 nm/sec, we can
compute the ratio described by (2-14) to find:
2 v (Ec.Pr)Hn Ksr, = 1.56x10-4
cAT a
where we have used supercritical helium conditions at 5 K and 5 bar for the calculation (cp
= 4.888 Jg-'K-' Pr = 0.759). By comparison, room temperature water, used in an
equivalent system but traveling approximately 10 times faster (such that ReH2o - ReHe -
10s) has
-2
W2 V =(Ec.Pr) @300K.b= 1.40 x 10-1
cAT aK,
using conditions at 300 K and 1 bar (cp = 4.178 Jg-K-1 Pr = 5.9), which shows that
viscous dissipation is practically irrelevant even for heavy, relatively viscous fluids in an
equivalent system. As Eq. 2-14 is satisfied under all conditions of CICC flow, we can
conclude that the D terms may be safely dropped from the governing energy equations.
The compressibility term, on the other hand, is somewhat fickle, and requires more
cautious treatment. In ideal gas flows, OT = 1, meaning that the relative significance of
compressibility effects relies principally on the characteristic system pressure drop. In
liquid flows, which are generally incompressible, = - /p(p/laT)p=co,. = 0 by definition
and Eq. 2-15 is satisfied by default. Supercritical helium, however, behaves neither like a
true liquid nor a true gas, and has an expansivity that varies significantly near the critical
point. In fact, P can vary by more than an order of magnitude with less than a single
degree change in temperature at a fixed pressure. Consequently, whether Eq. 2-15 is valid
in a supercritical helium flow system depends largely on the absolute values of temperature
and pressure which fix the thermodynamic state of the fluid and thus determine a
characteristic value of p.
Fortunately, the effects of compressibility in the fluid energy equation can still be mitigated
with a careful selection of the system pressure drop. If the pressure drop is very small,
Eq. 2-15 might still be valid despite the strong variance of the OT parameter. In a fixed
geometry system, for example, a given mass flow rate will fix the characteristic pressure
gradient (within some bounds defined by the magnitude of the peak fluid acceleration), as
Vp = Vp(Re) only, where Re represents the flow Reynolds number. In ITER, typical
conductor lengths vary between 500 and 1000 m, while pressure drops are typically on the
order of 2 bar. In a scaled experiment of the ITER CICC coolant system, the length scales
and thus the pressure drops will be reduced by a factor of nearly 100. In turn, the ratio
expressed by Eq. 2-15 is also reduced by a factor of 100, which may diminish the impact
of compressibility entirely. For instance, in a flow experiment using supercritical helium
near 5 K and 6 bar, AT - 1, 0- 0.15, and pc, - 0.5983 Jcm-3K-'. Hence
S3TAp (0.15 K.1)(5 K)(2 bar) 1
pcTAT (0.5983 Jcm'K-')(1 K) 100
which clearly satisfies Eq. 2-15. Generally speaking, Eq. 2-15 will be satisfied for small A
p when the absolute pressure of the helium does not venture too close to the critical
pressure (i.e., for p > 3.5 bar). Thus we can conclude that the relative contribution of
compressibility to changes in the fluid state as governed by the energy equation does not
only depend on the equation of state itself, but also on the system hydraulic parameters.
With a properly designed set-up, compressibility effects in supercritical helium and other
compressible fluids can be diminished significantly.
Thus we are led to our fourth key assumption which states that low speed flow
approximations apply. That is, viscous dissipation and compressibility effects are
negligible.
Regarding this fourth assumption, the governing energy transport equations for flow in a
CICC with central hole reduce to the final, simplified form:
Annulus: (pcA) t+(pcA) ( iC ."a = -UPh,(T, - T,) + (2-16a)
at axHole
Hole: (pcpA) h+ (pc A) lh.aTh = Uph (T - T) (2-16b)
at a ~x
If we assume constant properties at some mean value of temperature and pressure, and
thereby assume that heating in the annulus region has a negligible impact on the fluid
density, an analytical solution to Eq. 2-16 may be found.
2.2 Laplace Transform Solutions for the Transport Equations
Having derived an explicit mathematical description of the CICC dual-flow circuit, we are
prepared to initiate the effort to a find a set of formal analytic solutions. The key
parameter in this system is the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient- as the sole
system coupling term it clearly will govern the system response. On the lower bound, U
may be zero, and thus the annulus and hole flow circuits will be completely de-coupled. In
the absence of any source terms, the thermohydraulic behavior of the hole circuit is of no
interest in this case. On the other hand, the annulus circuit reduces to the conventional
one-dimensional cable-in-conduit conductor system.
On the upper bound, U may approach 0o and thus T,-T h -- 0. Equivalently, this
condition implies that
(pcA) (pcA)h
UP,[(pc,A) +(pc,A),]At<<1 (2-17)
which is analogous to Eq. 2-5 in that (pcpA).(pcA)/UP,[(pcA)a +(pcpA), ] is the
annulus-hole equilibrium time constant. We may therefore consider U = oo when this
time constant is much smaller than the smallest characteristic time of interest in the system,
At. Provided Eq. 2-17 is valid, Eq. 2-16 becomes:
[(pcA), +(pcPA) ]-T +[(pcA) la + (pcpA) Uh]•]I = F(t) (2-18)
where T, = Th = T(x,t). Note that we have replaced Q' with F(t), the generalized source
function. If we substitute the intermediary variables a = [(pcA) +(pcpA),h]
3= [(pc,A) i. +(pcpA)hh] and O(x,t)= T-T. T,, Eq. 2-18 becomes
a0 ae
a- "+p = F(t) (2-19)at ax
A solution to Eq. 2-19 is readily available by taking its Laplace transform:
asO - aO(x, t = 0) + = (s) (2-20)ax
where O(x,s)= (8(x,t)}, I(s) = {F(t)}. The temperature of the fluid at the initial
condition, prior to any source heating, is assumed to match the temperature at the inlet of
the flow circuit. Hence O(x, t = 0) = Ti,, - Ti,, = 0. Rearranging (2-20) we obtain
B0 oas 1+--•- -~(s) (2-21)
ax f 1
Its general solution is easily found:
0(x,s) = C1 e + - F(s) (2-22)
oas
To solve for the integration constant, C,, we apply the single known boundary condition
at the inlet, where T(x =0, t)= Tnk,,, and hence (x =0, t)=0. We may therefore find
that the particular solution takes on the form:
0(x,s) = F(s 1-e ] (2-23)
Once a particular F(t) and thus F(s) is chosen, the inverse Laplace transform can be
calculated analytically or otherwise to obtain the temperature response in real time and
space. In general however, the source function will not necessarily be uniform across the
entire span of the flow circuit, implying that F(t) has some x dependence as well. This
dependence will affect the general solution given by (2-22) but will not influence the
inverse Laplace transformation of the final answer. In one case that is particularly relevant
to the energy transport analysis of CICCs, for example, we may define a non-zero F(t) in
some region 0 <x _ (L, where ý is a dimensionless fraction of the total circuit length L.
Beyond this region, F(t) is zero. Explicitly stated:
F(t)= F(t) 05 x<5 • (domain 1)
F(t) = 0 x > C (domain 2)
The general solution for 0 in domain 2 is thus
02 (x2,s)=C2 e a (2-24)
where
X2 = x- L (2-25)
The boundary condition at x2 = 0 is the time variant solution, Eq. 2-26, at x = L:
1 - -02 (x2 = 0,s)= (x = ,s)= -F(s)[ 1 -e = C2  (2-26)
Thus for domain 2
0,(x,s) =0(eL,s)e
or simply stated
2 (x, s) = O(x, s) -i(x - L,,s) (2-27)
As with Eq. 2-23, the temperature response in real time and space for domain 2 can be
obtained by taking the inverse Laplace transformation of Eq. 2-27, once F(s) is defined in
domain 1.
For the most part, the solution yielded by Eq. 2-23 is trivial in that it applies only to the
case in which the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient can be considered infinite. As
such, it reveals little information on how U influences the system response, which is our
main objective. In providing an upper bound solution however, we will be able to
compare these results with those yielded by the general case to determine the limiting
properties of the system.
2.2.1 The Case of Finite Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient
Recalling Eq. 2-16, the complete, imperfectly coupled energy transport system is defined
by
(pcA) +(pc,A) au = -UP, (T - T,)+ F(t) (2-28a)
a t a+(pc a)  x
(pcA) h +(pc, A)h Th = UPh(Ta -Th) (2-28b)
If we use the intermediary variables t = pcpA/UPA, O(x, t)= T - Ti,, and subsequently
take the Laplace transformation of (2-28):
oi F(s)Tas , +,r iia = _(_g) +0 +
aS a +ta a DX a +- hOx UPh
Thsoh + ICA, -= a --•Ox
or after rearranging:
-aaa a U-a1 + (s (2-29a)
____ r 1+1 -r
aI= - Oh - tS+ (2-29b)
ax u, TU, )
The solution of the system described by Eq. 2-29 has the familiar form:
O(x, s) = C, e 'X + C2 e XX + C3, (s) (2-30)
where 1,, X2 are the eigenvalues of the system, found from the characteristic equation:
+ [(TaT hh +Tai[a)S+(Taa +T)]X+ [(Tath)S2 +(Ca +Th)S]  (2-31)
t aUca hTh U"aUathUh
To calculate the precise values of X1,, 2, we may apply the quadratic formula. In doing
so, however, we would discover two key problems. For one, the discriminant is a non-
zero positive quantity, thus Eq. 2-31 has two distinct, real roots. Unfortunately, this
means that we are left with two integration constants in the homogeneous solution of (2-
29) although there is only one known boundary condition at the inlet. Moreover, even if a
second boundary condition can be supplied (say, for example, by setting 6O/ix = 0 at the
inlet), we cannot determine the inverse Laplace transformation of exp(Qx) without use of
numerical integration in the complex plane.
The only way to simultaneously eliminate both of these problems is to reduce the system
described by (2-29) to first order in the x domain. This reduction can be accomplished in
either one of two ways: we may conclude that .z./xhh, --•0, suggesting that the
annulus-hole velocity ratio, u./1a << 1; or alternatively, we may solve (2-29) in the
constant velocity reference frame of the annulus stream. In either case, Tu.W vanishes and
Eq. 2-29 becomes
(s+) = + F(s) (2-32a)
UPA
tU• +( (,s+ 1),= (2-32b)
where we have dropped the subscript from the hole stream velocity ui for clarity.
Subsequently we find:
Thu a( T+la -1 (Ts + 1)F(s) (2-33a)
h, " + 1+ Tss- ) = (2-33b)
ax Ts+1 hUP, (s + 1)
with general solutions of the form
S x 1 s + 1)_ F(S)
Oa(x, s) = c1 exp 1 _+ _ __hs- + (2-34a)L u + T ,s + 1 s(s + )UP1 (r
[ x ( 1 F(s)
,1(x,s) = C, exp + ch (2-34b)
_ t' s+la s(s+ ' )JUP
For the hole circuit, we apply the single known boundary condition at the inlet, where
T,(x = 0,t)= Tik,, and hence 0 h (x = 0,t)= 0. Care must be taken, however, in applying
the correct boundary condition for the annulus circuit. Since the equations apply to a
reference frame fixed within the motion of the annulus stream, it is not correct to assume
that T (x = 0, t)= T,,, as fluid at the inlet temperature is not being continuously supplied.
Instead, the temperature of the annulus at x = 0 must be governed by the behavior of the
hole as dictated by Eq. 2-32a. To solve for the integration constant C1, therefore, we
must apply (2-32a) directly. Accordingly we find the particular solutions as follows:
O(xs)= _ + To-
(s + )U, s(s+ ,  (2-35a)(2-35a)
exp 1+ S-
s(s+ )(+r [+'t+ I)UP s +)1
(X, )S+)I - x h + ,s +1 (2-36a)
)s(s+k )hU LE Uts+1
As stated earlier, in general the source function will not be uniform across the entire span
of the flow circuit. Thus it may be useful to derive the complete temperature response
when the heat input is localized in a finite region. Accordingly, we adopt the same
conventions as we did in the case where U was assumed to be infinite. Namely:
F(t)= F(t) 0 x CL (domain 1)
F(t) = 0 x > L (domain 2)
The general solution for domain 2 is thus the same as in Eq. 2-34, with F(s) =0:
0a, 2( X2, S) = C1 exp (+ hs _ (2-37a)
ChU Tos + 1
,2(x2 ,s)= C2 ex[ -  1+ S- hs 1 (2-37b)
where we recall:
x,= x -L (2-25)
In a fashion similar to the way in which the boundary conditions were used to derive Eq.
2-36, we solve for the integration constants C1 and C2 by matching values at x2 = 0, x = E
L. After sorting through the mathematics, we will find the following neat solution:
Oa, (x,s)= .(X,S)-60.(x -L, s)  (2-38a)
h,,2(x, s) = (x, s) - , (x - •L, s) (2-38b)
2.2.2 Dimensional Analysis
Before exact solutions are obtained for the dual-flow system temperature response, it is
important to identify a set of relevant and informative dimensionless parameters that
govern the system behavior. These parameters can be determined via an application of the
Pi Theorem. From Eq. 2-28 we can deduce that:
Ta,T, = T{x,t,i,U, PA,(pcA),(pcPA)} (2-39)
where the expressions containing pcA are maintained as single groups for the sake of
simplicity.
With some manipulation it can be shown that by superimposing a characteristic length-
scale, L, on the system which can represent the span of the conductor flow circuit, Eq. 2-
39 becomes
T,TA, = Ttx,L,t,iU,% P,,(pcA) ,(pcpA) }  (2-40)
from which we can obtain two dimensionless variables in time and space along with three
dimensionless parameters, including temperature.
o@,, Oh = O{x',t', %, C} (2-41)
Here 8 represents the dimensionless temperature, which we will define later. The
remaining variables and parameters are defined as follows:
x'= - the normalized axial coordinate.
L
t L
t - , t= , the relative time taken for the hole flow to sweep across length L.
t, U
UP,L1 U= A a variation of a heat exchanger NTU (no. of transfer units).
(pcA)hC= (pcA) a the annulus - hole circuit heat capacity ratio.(pcpA)h
2.2.3 Response to a Uniform Steady Heat Flux
It remains to solve for the system temperature response in real time and space by taking
the inverse Laplace transformations of Eq. 2-35 and 2-38 when subjected to a known heat
load. In the case of a uniform, steady heat flux, F(t)= g ; , and Fi(s)= Q'/s. Solving
simultaneously for the annulus and hole circuit temperatures, we may rewrite Eq. 2-35
according to
_'_e; e QThis. r ]
O,(X,S) f,2 (s)+ (s ) -U  UTaePh "S "+ (s)- fAs+-L (2-42a)UP, UPQ "I e T UPZ ' r
O,(x,s)" fICf3(s) - e T .[z(s).[fss+)l (2-42b)
where the transform functions f(s) and their accompanying inverses f(t) are listed in
Table 2-1. If we now define the dimensionless temperature
8(x, t) = - T (2-43)
AT
where AT is the temperature increase in the annulus region as a result of uniform heating
over a period equal to the sweep time:
(2-44)AT= 't,(pc,A)_
we may state the inverse transformed solutions to (2-42) making use of Table 2-1 in
dimensionless form:
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2.2.4 Response to an Enerav Pulse
In this case the energy is rapidly deposited adiabatically in the annulus region before any
heat is permitted to flow either by bulk convection or thermal diffusion. Thus F(t) = 80E,
where 80 is the Delta function, and F(s) = E. The dimensionless temperature in this case
is the same as in the scenario of the uniform heat flux:
(x, t) =
AT
(2-43)
except that the temperature rise, AT, is now a one time result of the energy pulse:
(45a)
1_ e-e+ )(,'-X'-,1) }Jdz'
(2-45b)
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Applying this relation to the system in Eq. 2-35 we may write the transformed response
solution according to:
a(x,s)=ATJ-f(s)+AT--f((s)- Te
0h(x,s) = AT-
Ch
e " [ f2z(S) (2-47a)
1ATe 'T
-f(s) - o e (2-47b)
Again making use of Table 2-1 we can find the inverse Laplace transformation of Eq. 2-47
and convert it to dimensionless form:
(2-48a)
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Table 2-1: Relevant functions and their respective inverse Laplace Transforms.
2.3 Graphical Results and Observations
To illustrate the results yielded by the formulations, plots of dimensionless temperature E
versus normalized length x'= x/L at different values of Ti (corresponding to different
values of overall annulus-hole heat transfer coefficient, U) are provided in the following
sections. Each adjacent pair of plots represents the annulus (left column) and hole (right
column) region profiles at a given value of dimensionless time t'= t/t, = ti~/L, which by
definition is a multiple of the flow sweep time, meaning the time needed for flow traveling
at the relative velocity i to traverse the conductor length L. In each case, the heat
capacity ratio C is set equal to 3, which is a nominal value for the ITER conductor designs
at cryogenic temperatures. In all plots, the inverse transformed solutions to Eqs. 2-22 and
2-27, where appropriate, are shown in order to give reference to the case where rl = oo
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2.3.4 General Observations
* The solutions for the steady uniform heat flux and the steady heat flux in a finite
zone are fully valid only when ia, = 0 and 'h = ~ . This is a result of the fact
that in the reference frame of a moving annulus stream, T, (0, t) T,,, due to the
influence of the heat flux on the upstream portion of the circuit, which
invalidates the applied boundary condition used in the solution. In the case of
i, • 0, the derived solution is valid precisely only for small times when
TA (o, 0 Tit) a .
* The dimensionless dispersion wave speed, which is defined explicitly only at
dx' 1
rl= =, is observable and identifiable according to = . This impliesdt' 1+C
that the net temperature convection rate is - a rate clearly slower than the1+C'
relative flow velocity u for all non-zero C. The convection rate is thus
maximized for small C, which requires the annulus region heat capacitance to be
made smaller relative to the heat capacitance of the hole. Physically speaking,
with respect to heat transport alone, assuming that minimal reductions in the
size of the cable are allowed, the diameter of the central hole channel is best
designed to be as large as possible.
* Note that rl > 100 rapidly approaches 1l = co conditions. Anything less than this
nominal limit requires full consideration of the imperfectly coupled annulus and
hole region energy equations.
* In the cases where the heat load is an energy impulse, such as what might be an
adequate representation of an AC loss energy dump, 1= = co does not necessarily
represent an ideal cooling condition. As is easily observed in the energy impulse
in a finite zone scenario, there is an optimum value of 11 which spreads or
disperses the heat over a larger region, making use of available enthalpy
upstream and downstream of the pulse in an diffusive manner. In section 2.3.4,
for example, il = 10 illustrates more rapid cooling overall than either of the 1r =
1, T1 = 100, or 71 = -0 cases.
2.4 Analogy with Taylor-Aris Dispersion
The transport of heat in the dual component parallel flow CICC system clearly involves a
process of combined convection and diffusion. The convection arises from the net axial
flow of fluid, which alone has the capability of flushing excess conductor energy
downstream and out of the system. The diffusion, on the other hand, arises from the
transverse exchange of energy brought about by gradients in the fluid velocity. This
diffusive nature of the heat transport is most evident in Sec. 2.3.4, where the integrated
energy under the finite pulses is gradually redistributed over time. Because there are no
axial diffusion terms of the form V2T explicitly stated in Eq. 2-28, it is not apparent how
this diffusion comes about. However, through analogy of the Taylor-Aris Dispersion
phenomenon, the diffusion and overall dispersion of CICC heat loads is readily
understood.
Essentially, Taylor Dispersion describes the net average transport of a fluid property such
as pollutant concentration or temperature in a flow with transverse velocity gradients.
The analysis is based on a recirculation or "tank-track" model of transfer, which is
explained graphically in Figure 2-1. The convective transfer of heat drives the diffusive
transfer in that the velocity profile set-up in the system sustains gradients of temperature
across the stream, which in the case of the CICC manifests primarily at the annulus-hole
interface. The gradients, in turn, are the natural driving potential for transverse heat flow,
orthogonal to the net convection direction. If the internal molecular or turbulent thermal
conductivity of the flow is zero, obviously no transverse heat transfer may occur.
Likewise, if the annulus and hole is made to be completely insulated from each other,
implying that the overall heat transfer coefficient U is zero, diffusion could not occur since
heat energy would be immobilized despite the temperature gradients established by the
distinct annulus and hole flow velocities. If, on the other hand, U was made infinite,
diffusion would dominate and spreading of the heat energy would occur more rapidly than
the bulk transfer via direct flow means.
Diffusion Diffusion
Convection
Diffusion Diffusion
Figure 2-1: Graphical illustration of the heat transport process in the dual component CICC
system.
It is quite evident from the graphical results in section 2.3 that this same combination of
convection and diffusion produces a net dispersive property of heat transfer akin to the
strict Taylor-Aris model. This conclusion can be reached via interpretation of the
smearing of the temperature waves, and illustrates that fundamentally speaking the
average overall transverse heat transfer coefficient is a dominant transport parameter.

Chapter III
Theoretical Model for the Overall Transverse Heat
Transfer Coefficient
It has been demonstrated that the value of overall transverse heat transfer coefficient, U,
has a significant impact on the heat transport dynamics of the supercritical helium coolant
system of a CICC with central hole. However, without an accurate theoretical
understanding of the mechanisms of heat transfer that collaborate to define U, predictions
of the conductor thermodynamic performance will remain purely conjectural, and
guidelines for improving this performance will be lacking. Thus, the development of a
comprehensive and reliable model is strictly necessary.
The process of modeling transverse heat transfer is greatly complicated by the intricate
geometry of the typical CICC. The modeling difficulties arise principally for two reasons.
For one, the central "pipe" used to maintain the annular shape of the cable bundle tends to
alter the helium flow behavior in the hole region away from nominal smooth-tube
characteristics. Hence the standard analysis used to determine heat transfer in turbulent
boundary layers becomes insufficient if not totally invalid in the extreme cases. Moreover,
this pipe will generally be designed to be at least partially transparent to mass flow,
meaning that helium fluid will be allowed to pass intermittently between the annulus and
hole regions. A variety of different pipe configurations have been proposed for CICC
designs, including a thin-walled perforated tube [14], and an interlocked flexible link hose
[26]. However, the present analysis focuses exclusively on the use of a coiled wire spring,
illustrated in Figure 3-1, as this configuration is currently the one of choice' for the ITER
conductor designs.
In all, an evaluation of the combined effects of modified turbulent pipe flow and inter-
regional fluid mixing suggests that an accurate description of the transverse heat transfer
will necessarily involve a non-conventional, though physically sound, modeling approach.
For the sake of keeping this approach simple, however, we adopt the fundamental
assumption that the flow can be considered locally incompressible with constant
I The coiled wire spring is a U.S. design choice. Other ITER team members have proposed different
designs.
thermodynamic properties. A qualitative analysis discussing the general applicability of
the model to supercritical helium follows in Appendix A.
Transverse Fluid Mixing
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Figure 3-1: Isometric view of a typical CICC with central cooling hole, showing mechanisms of
transverse heat transfer.
3.1 Model Overview
Transverse heat flow from the annulus into the hole helium circuit is sustained by two
mechanisms: thermal conduction across a temperature gradient in the helium, and bulk
transport via fluid exchange across the interface. Thermal conduction into the core of the
hole helium is best represented by a suitable channel flow heat transfer coefficient, in
which the effective wall of this channel becomes the inner perimeter of the annular cable
bundle. This particular heat transfer coefficient should completely characterize the flow of
heat via molecular and turbulent eddy diffusion, where the turbulence is a consequence
exclusively of hole helium flow momentum independent of any interaction with the
adjacent flow in the annulus region. Hence the coefficient should be based on a Nusselt
number formulated for impermeable wall pipe flow, although the geometric irregularities
imposed by the coiled wire spring should alter its value away from the one prescribed by
the smooth-tube relation given by the well-known Dittus-Boelter equation.
It might be noted that in addition to the coiled wire spring, the hole flow boundary is also
marked by the irregular surface of the inner diameter of the annulus, which, due to the
packing of individual cable filaments, is comparable to a wall lined with longitudinal
riblets. It is assumed here, however, that although this inner surface of the annulus is not
smooth, the effects of the coiled wire spring on the turbulence behavior of the flow in the
hole is completely dominant. Thus any supplementary effects on pipe flow heat transfer
introduced by this apparent cable roughness can be considered negligible.
The second mechanism of heat flow represented by bulk fluid transport is much more
difficult to assess. Mass conservation under steady-state conditions requires that the net
mass flux across the annulus-hole interface be identically zero, since there can be no
average transverse pressure gradient. Hence the rate of heat or momentum transfer
becomes an inherently unsteady process that must be accounted for in a steady-state
model by an appropriate means of time averaging. Moreover, due to the extreme
differences between the flow geometries of the two helium circuits, we might reasonably
expect the behavior of the flow to vary significantly from one region to the next, adding
yet another complication. In order to account for these effects, an approach in which the
bulk radial fluid flow is modeled as discharge through a porous medium is adopted. In this
model, the cable bundle becomes a porous liner for a central pipe flow, corresponding to
the helium flow in the hole circuit. Perturbations in the core flow pressure along the
interface at the porous boundary are assumed to be the driving force behind the turbulent
fluctuations in the cable bundle, by which fluid properties are transferred. Although the
number of documented studies performed on fluid flow enclosed by a porous boundary is
apparently limited, the available references [8,18,30,35] do provide a considerable amount
of experimental data against which predictions from chosen models can be compared.
This data, in turn, should serve as a guideline for model development.
Naturally, we might expect there to be some degree of coupling between the exchange of
helium fluid across the annulus-hole boundary and the mean axial flow behavior in both
regions. This is to suggest that neither component can be considered independent from
the other. Should this actually be the case, the description of heat flow via conduction
along a temperature gradient with some enclosed channel flow-type characterization might
prove inadequate, as the transverse fluid flow would have a non-negligible impact on the
mean axial velocity profile in the hole circuit. For purposes of this fluid mixing model, we
assume these coupling effects are negligible, such that heat transfer via conduction and
bulk flow exchange can be considered separately. We must also assume that induced flow
effects in the annulus resulting from supercritical helium expansion during heat absorption
is negligible, such that fixed, uniform thermodynamic property values apply. These
assumptions are both reasonable if the net axial flow characteristics in the hole region are
dominant relative to radial flow perturbations; i.e., if the transverse fluctuations are small
compared to turbulent axial perturbations in the core of the flow. This particular
condition is analogous to the requirement that the intensity of radial turbulence at the hole
boundary must be much less than the intensity of axial turbulence in the core region of the
flow. Ultimately, in making these assumptions, we de-couple axial flow from radial or
transverse flow behavior, allowing us to examine the two key heat transfer mechanisms
independently yet apply both simultaneously via supposition.
The final aspect of the analysis of transverse heat transfer should consider the presence of
any significant temperature gradients extending radially across the thickness of the annular
cable bundle itself under conditions of homogeneous source heating. Generally it is
assumed that the temperature of the cable-space is everywhere radially uniform [5,12].
However, given the geometric complexity of the bundle, combined with the undisputed
presence of a lower temperature, faster flowing, high capacity fluid at its center, the
validity of this assumption is far from obvious, and has yet to be proven experimentally.
Summarizing the general components of the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient
model, an electrical analog is provided in Figure 3-2. The illustration shows the distinct
and de-coupled influences of convective heat transfer instigated by the coiled wire spring
and mixing heat transfer instigated by bulk flow exchange across the annulus-hole
interface. The overall transverse heat transfer coefficient in question is thus a linear
combination of 1/R,,oi and 1/R, . In addition, the annulus temperature is divided into two
components corresponding to its inner and outer radii. The difference between these two
temperatures is sustained by a homogenous heat source and an effective annulus thermal
resistance, which in the simplified heat transport analysis given in Chapter II was assumed
to be identically zero. In a later chapter, however, we will return to the question of the
value of Ran and examine how it affects the transverse heat transfer overall.
Foi
R mix
Figure 3-2: Electrical analog for the annulus-hole interface thermal resistances. U is defined as
a linear combination of 1/R.8 1 and 1/R, .
3.2 The Cable Bundle as a Saturated Porous Medium
Up until now only the global hydraulic properties of the cable bundle, either in the
conventional CICC or in the CICC with central hole configuration, have been of interest.
Basically, designers have concerned themselves exclusively with determining the overall
hydraulic resistance of the bundle such that the net mass flux could be calculated as a
function of a given axial pressure gradient. To assess the fluid mixing contribution to the
transverse heat transfer, however, it is necessary to examine the flow behavior on a more
local scale. This local inspection of the cable bundle is simply not accommodated by
conventional analyses; thus, a new, more universal approach to analyzing fluid flow
through the cable bundle is needed. The clear choice for this new approach is to model
the cable bundle as a classical saturated porous medium.
Fluid transport through the cable bundle, as through a porous medium, is tortuous,
meaning it is characterized by complex directional changes due to interactions with the
solid phase. Because of the somewhat random orientations of the solid phase, in this case
represented by segments of the individual cable strands of the CICC, exact solutions to the
micro-scale flow field are impossible to attain. To adjust for this, the governing transport
equations must be volume-averaged. The averaging volume must be smaller than the
overall, global dimensions of the medium, yet large enough to contain a representative
number of pores. For the two-dimensional flow field in the axial direction of a CICC, for
example, the averaging volume may be a cylinder lying parallel to the flow direction,
interpreted in two dimensional form as shown in Figure 3-3. When this volume becomes
large enough so to include a statistically uniform, or homogeneous, porosity, it becomes a
Representative Elementary Volume (REV) and the porous medium contained therein can
be treated as a continuum. Transport through this REV passes through a Representative
Elementary Area (REA), and can be characterized according to inherent properties of the
continuum. Thus volume averaging produces a superficial "local" scale that accounts for
all micro-scale boundary layer effects, yet allows for flow field variability within the larger
global scale.
Cable Strands
Representative
Elementary
Area
Figure 3-3: Illustration of the representative elementary area defining the
local scale in the porous cable bundle.
In accounting for the micro-scale boundary layer effects, however, much of the pore level
phenomena that contribute to the global transport are obscured. Hence, analytical
treatment of the continuum requires empirical relations for closure. The most famous of
these relations is Darcy's Law:
-Vp = -- q (3-1)
K
where Vp is the pressure gradient, pt the fluid dynamic viscosity, and q the local volume
averaged flow velocity. K is the second-order permeability tensor, which, having nine
components, is a directional property of the medium alone, independent of the fluid.
When the coordinate axes are chosen parallel to the principal axes of the medium, Eq. 3-1
may be rewritten simply as
-a - iI q (3-2)
axi K
where Ki {m2 ) is now the directional permeability of the medium.
It is well known, however, that Darcy's Law applies precisely only to very low Reynolds
number flows [2,24,37], roughly on the order of Yo0. In the more general range of flows, a
pressure drop is generated in a porous medium by viscous shear forces as well as inertial
forces, resulting when the fluid separates and recombines over the solid phase. In order to
account for this inertial effect, dominant at large Reynolds numbers, Wards [8,24] has
proposed and experimentally validated a modified version of the Darcy equation:
ap p pJ
- -
- q + qlqi
or simply - = -- q + - (3-3)
axi Ki +(
for unidirectional flow. Here p is the fluid density, and J is the dimensionless inertial
coefficient, sometimes called the Ergun Coefficient. Loosely interpreted then, the
permeability constant K corresponds to a characteristic pore size contributing to the
viscous drag on the flow, while the inertial coefficient J corresponds to a characteristic
pore shape contributing to the form drag.
In addition to the inertial and porous medium shear forces, some investigators [4,18] have
proposed the inclusion of a wall shear term, proportional to V2q, that can be used to
satisfy the no-slip condition at the solid, bounding walls of the flow field. Hunt and Tien
[18] have shown conclusively, however, that this extra term is completely negligible even
for most high permeability porous materials, where JK/dC,,,,, approaches Y2.
It is often convenient to express the momentum equation, Eq. 3-3, in terms of the actual
pore velocity, u, which is a more physical characteristic of the flow field than the volume
averaged velocity q. As the two parameters are absolutely dependent in a homogenous
medium, Eq. 3-3 can thus be restated in final form as:
ap PE2J 2
ax,= K~ u + U (3-4)
where E is the medium porosity, or effective void fraction.
Equations 3-3 and 3-4 thus provide an important new tool for CICC cable bundle flow
analysis. The key advantage is that this porous medium characterization is essentially
three-dimensional in nature, as the local pore flow velocity can be related to any presiding
pressure gradient in any principal direction of the cable bundle. This characterization thus
allows for flow field variability within the annular cable-space, representing an obvious
improvement over conventional one-dimensional slug flow models.
3.3 Pressure Perturbation Induced Mixing Heat Transfer
Having established a foundation model for fluid flow in the annular cable bundle, we now
attempt to address the question of heat transfer via bulk fluid mixing and exchange by
concentrating on the turbulence characteristics of the helium exactly at the regional
interface. This is accomplished in two parts. To begin with, an analysis is done on the
fluctuating flow through the annulus bundle, rendered inherently unsteady by the zero net
mass exchange criterion. This flow is presumably induced by a hypothetically known
pressure perturbation at the boundary of the porous medium, which, in our geometry, is
represented by the annulus-hole interface. The strict assumption on this approach to the
problem is that the fluctuations in the flow of the annulus bundle induced by the core flow
in the hole region be comparatively small. This assumption is directly related to the
presupposition that the behaviors of the flows in the annulus and hole circuit be largely
uncoupled and independent. Given the typically tight packing of the cable filaments in the
annular cable-space, this assumption appears to be intuitively sound.
The second part of the analysis involves the transposition of the helium flow
characteristics at the interface into some sort of convective heat transfer coefficient that is
tractable in the thermal transport equations governing CICC heat exchange. To do this,
an initial attempt at incorporating these flow characteristics into a conventional turbulent
boundary layer analysis is made. However, after identifying the major faults with this
approach, a more general model based on a lumped element energy balance is proposed.
With regards to the transport of flow, a popular approach to the analysis of induced flow
in porous media is the implementation of the so-called "canopy model," common to
meteorological studies of sediment erosion (see, for example, Inoue [21]). This model
simulates the effects of a uniform wind blowing over a dense vegetal canopy, as in a forest
canopy. The drag force on the obstructing vegetation is made to balance a gradient in
shear stress in the main fluid flow, as the static pressure is assumed to be everywhere
constant. The clear problem with this approach for our purposes is that the core flow
(analogously, the atmosphere) and the canopy flow (amid the vegetation) are directly
coupled. This is to say, neither the behavior of the core flow nor of the canopy flow can
be considered independent from the other.
Instead, we adopt an approach in which the fluctuating components of the flow in the
porous cable bundle medium are induced not by a shearing action at the medium interface,
but by pressure perturbations resulting from the turbulent fluctuations in the core area of
the central hole flow. This is to imply that the nature of these turbulent fluctuations is
independent of any interaction the flow has with its bounding porous interface. In fact,
this is the approach taken by both Mufioz Goma and Gelhar [30], and Chu and Gelhar [8]
in their experimental studies of turbulent pipe flow with porous boundaries.
3.3.1 Governing Equations
Having selected an approach for modeling the helium flow fluctuations in the annular cable
bundle, we have only to choose an appropriate set of governing differential equations. To
do this we return to the original momentum equations describing flow through a porous
medium as stated in Section 3.2 As in our scenario the flow fluctuations in the cable
bundle are inherently unsteady, a set of inertia terms must be added. The modified porous
flow equation becomes:
ap ~-q -a I gq, + Iqq. (3-5)
axi e a t K ,
Equation 3-5 thus expresses the governing equation of motion for unsteady fluid flow
through a medium of directional permeability, Ki. If we consider the magnitude of the
discharge qi to have a mean value i and a fluctuating component q', and likewise, the
pressure p to decompose according to p = j5 + p', we can rewrite Eq. 3-5 according to:
a( = -(p p a(i +q) +• +q'),) +q ') (3-6)
ax, E at K, JT
Noting that q1 = e ni,, (3-7)
where ~,, is the mean axial velocity of the flow in the annulus region, which is specified
independent of the flow perturbations, we impose the following conditions with reference
to the lateral conductor segment illustrated in Figure 3-4.
Iý-= 0 mean axial discharge is steady and non-accelerating
at 'x
iy = 0 no net radial fluid flow (3-8)
Hence, = 0
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Figure 3-4: Schematic of a lateral section of annulus bundle showing defining parameters for
porous flow analysis.
To make Eq. 3-6 tractable, we must establish two conditions of applicability. First, we
assume that the bulk of the fluctuating flow action takes place within a small region of the
inner layers of the annulus bundle relative to the hole region radius, such that a Cartesian
coordinate system is valid. Although this assumption is not absolutely necessary for the
analytic formulation of the model, it does much to simplify the mathematics and
subsequent analysis2. Furthermore, we assume that the mean axial discharge is much
larger in magnitude than either of the fluctuating components. Specifically,
x > Iq , 1qy (3-9)
2 Solved in cylindrical coordinates the solution assumes a form combining special and modified Bessel
functions with complex arguments. Refer to Appendix B for details.
-c.
such that I+ q'l = (qx +q Y)2 +(q = ) 2 , + q
Applying the conditions in (3-8) through (3-10) we obtain:
a("j ') -q+ (1i7 +q )+ (q1 +2xq•q +q 2)
ax E at KX "vk
ap' +paq (q
ay E at K
(3-10)
(3-11)
(3-12)
Again noting the condition in Eq. 3-9, Eqs. 3-11 and 3-12 can be further approximated
according to:
a(T+ P) p aq'+ q
ax at K1
ay E at K,
SPJ
q) + p (q)"r )pJ, y 1 ;
where we have dropped the quadratic terms of the fluctuating components.
averaging Eq. 3-13 we obtain:
(3-15)
which is the original form found by Wards. Subtracting Eq. 3-15 from Eq. 3-13:
(3-16)ap'= + 1(q)+ (2qq )
ax e at K, J,
Finally, if we define the coupled permeability constants:
K' = Kx
1+ 2JX ReK,
Ky
If + . ReK, •
(3-13)
(3-14)
After time
(3-17)
+'+ Y 'q,q, + qXq
ax K. 4 + JK ,
where the permeability Reynolds number, also known as the Darcian Reynolds number, is
defined as:
ReK = (3-18)
V
Eqs. 18 and 16 can be rewritten in final form:
-p=.q + (3-19)
ax e at K"
+ qaq (3-20)
ay e at K; '
By introducing the approximations represented by Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10, we have effectively
linearized the full equation of motion. The coupled permeability constants depend only on
the specific directional permeabilities of the medium and the mean axial Darcian Reynolds
number, which is defined independently. If we combine Eqs. 3-19 and 3-20 with the
incompressible form of the continuity equation:
aqf aSqX + ' =0 (3-21)
ax ay
we can fully describe the helium flow fluctuations in the porous annular cable bundle.
3.3.2 Pressure Boundary Conditions
To solve the equations of motion for porous media flow developed in the previous sub-
section, a set of boundary conditions must be given at the inner and outer radii of the
annular cable bundle. The simplest boundary condition is the one which states that no
flow may pass through the outer surface of the annulus, as the impervious conductor
conduit is encountered. Here the fluctuating transverse pressure gradient must vanish:
ap - =0 (3-22)
y=-h
The second boundary condition on the inner periphery of the annulus is slightly more
sophisticated, however, and a more detailed explanation must be given. With a combined
statistical and experimental analysis, Corcos [10] has described the pressure perturbations
induced in the boundary layer of a turbulent pipe flow. He reveals the presence of a
distinctive pressure field that convects along the surface of the pipe at measurable velocity,
uc. After correlating his experimental and statistical data, he ultimately describes the
distribution of fluctuating pressure by the equation:
p'= Po cos(kx - ot) where uc = - (3-23)
This distribution is shown pictorially in Fig. 3-5. Corcos goes on to show that the
amplitude of the fluctuations, po, is proportional to the mean pipe wall shear stress
according to:
Po = J2a .o (3-24)
where a is a constant dependent on the mean turbulence intensity at the core section of the
pipe flow. In his study on smooth-walled pipes, Corcos finds a = 3.0 + 0.5 in flow with a
Reynolds number ranging near 105. Although the intensity of the turbulence in the hole
flow must clearly exceed the intensity present in a smooth-walled pipe due to the
turbulating effects of the coiled wire spring, for the moment we accept this value of
constant a without debate.
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Figure 3-5: Illustration of the turbulent fluctuation pressure distribution at the annulus/hole
interface perimeter.
In turn, from Fig. 3-5, we see that k = 2rt/X, and o = 2x7/T. Furthermore, Corcos
suggests from a statistical argument that the convection velocity of the perturbation field
be taken as proportional to the mean flow velocity in the pipe:
uc = 0. 8Y = 0.8ii•,, (3-25)
From their own statistical and experimental analysis, Mufioz Goma and Gelhar suggest
that the perturbation wave length be approximated by the relation:
lOx 10 x d, (3-26)
where di,, is the effective diameter of the pipe, corresponding to the inner diameter of the
annulus. Implementation of Eqs. 3-25 and 3-26 allows us to derive approximate values of
wave number k and angular frequency o.
The assumption that a sinusoidal pressure field similar to the one found by Corcos in a
smooth-walled pipe is at all applicable to the case of a pipe lined with a porous boundary
is critical. However, as this assumption relies heavily on the prior assumption that the
intensity of radial fluctuations be small compared to the intensity of the mean hole flow
turbulence, we can conclude that our modeling approximations are consistent. Regardless
of the precise form of the wall forcing function, it stands to reason that in the absence of a
mean radial pressure gradient, the only mechanism available for a turbulent transverse flow
component is an unsteady pressure perturbation. If the Reynolds number in the hole
circuit drops so low that the flow becomes laminar, pressure perturbations vanish and
inter-regional mixing presumably must cease. Whether the actual perturbation is
arbitrarily random, or one which can be approximated by a suitably defined periodic
function as proposed by Corcos is beyond the scope of the present analysis. However, the
experimental and statistical studies performed by Mufioz Goma and Gelhar, and Chu and
Gelhar both verify the validity of Corcos' correlation for pressure distribution when the
critical parameters are defined as specified in Eqs. 3-25 and 3-26. Adopting this
correlation, we arrive at our second boundary condition, which is expressible in the form:
p'(x,O,t) = Re poe'Lk' - Ox) } (3-27)
3.3.3 Solution for the Induced Flow in the Porous Annular Cable Bundle
Having defined the governing differential equations (Eqs. 3-19 through 3-21) and
identified relevant boundary conditions (Eqs. 3-22 and 3-27), the solution for the
fluctuating flow in the porous annular region becomes a matter of mathematical
manipulation. Thus stating the solutions outright:
p'(x, y, t) = Re cosh(k + h]) (3-28)
cosh(kph)
f ekPo cosh(kp .[y + h]) e ( ]}+) -sh
q'(x,y,t)= Re -i p(O cosh(k h) (3-29)p(a. + ic) cosh(kph)
q(x, y, t) = Re sinh ( [Y + h) ei(+)} (3-30)
xy p(a, +i0) cosh(kph)
where:
+evK, a, V= e/K (3-31)S1+ 2J.. ReK,. 1+ JI Re& ~K
and:
P= F !! (= PRe + (3-32)Sa. +i
Note from inspection that the fluctuating components have no mean values over time,
satisfying our criterion of zero net mass flux in the transverse direction. Moreover, we
note that even if K1 = K,, meaning that the medium is isotropic, a. and a, would still not
necessarily be equal provided that ReK. ~ q. O0. Thus even in the case of an isotropic
medium, the net axial flow through the medium introduces an artificial anisotropy that
influences the flow fluctuations at high axial flow Reynolds number. However, if K, = K,
and ReK ~ q = 0, 1 would be unity, indicating that the flow would fluctuate as if the
medium was indeed isotropic. Under this circumstance, q' and q' would be completely
orthogonal to each other (i.e., 900 out of phase), suggesting the existence of no coupling
what-so-ever between the axial and transverse turbulent fluctuations. In turn, this implies
that the Reynolds stress in the porous medium everywhere vanishes, a result obtained by
Mufioz Goma and Gelhar in their initial investigation. As a result, it is evident that the
processes of turbulent mixing and eddy diffusion that give rise to heat and momentum
transfer within and through the porous annular cable bundle are strictly dependent on the
net axial flow in the conductor.
Thus the Reynolds stress, interpreted as the fluid shear arising as a result of turbulent eddy
transfer within the flow field of the porous medium can be found from:
1 r i
qq =- Refq4' j12
1 e2k2p 2SRe i k Po
2 p2 (a + iW)(y,+im)
sinh(2kpR, 
-[y+ h])-isin(2k, -[y + h])
cosh(2kp•,h) + cos(2k,h)
where the * indicates the parameter complex conjugate.
On a final note, it is useful to grasp a measure of the intensity of turbulent flow
fluctuations in the medium. To do this, we obtain the root mean square relations:
12~ ,21 7 7
such that:
= kPo cosh(2kR , [y + h])+ cos(2k3,, -[y + h])
= p 2(a +02) ( cosh(2kh) + cos(2kpIh) (3-34)
4YEkpo cosh(2kI,. -[y + h]) - cos(2k3•, -[y + h]) (3-35
p 42(a2 + (2 ) (a2 + (2 cosh(2kPRih)+cos(2kI3,h)
3.3.4 Mixing Heat Transfer Coefficient
Once the flow behavior at the annulus-hole interface is known, a characterization of heat
and momentum transfer becomes possible. Ideally, this characterization would be
compatible with proven models of property diffusion in turbulent flow. For example, due
to the anticipated nature of turbulent mixing between the helium in the hole and annulus
circuits at their common interface, a mixing length model might seem most appropriate.
This model scales the momentum eddy diffusion coefficient with the square of the mixing
length, e, which is a measure of characteristic eddy size. Generally, this diffusion
coefficient is defined as:
e,= e2] (3-36)
such that
Pe -puI'v (3-37)
which is the Reynolds stress, wherein u' and v' are the axial and transverse fluctuating
velocity components, respectively. Closure is provided with a suitable analytic expression
for the mixing length itself. Usually this expression is defined as:
e= Ky (3-38)
where Ki is the von Karmin constant, equal to 0.41. Incorporation of Eq. 3-38 into
standard turbulent boundary layer momentum integrals yields the logarithmic velocity
profile well-known as the Law of the Wall.
It is generally known that the effect of pipe wall roughness and similar types of turbulence
promoters has the effect of shifting the logarithmic distribution in such a manner that the
effective mathematical origin of the profile appears somewhere beyond the wall itself. In
fact, White [43] proposes that this shift is proportional to some characteristic dimension of
the roughness. The end result of this profile shift suggests that the mixing length is itself
shifted such that:
e= icy+ (3-39)
Eq. 3-39 implies a non-zero value of mixing length at the pipe wall, where eddies are
presumably damped out. Naturally, in addition to a characteristic roughness dimension,
the constant 8 would be dependent on the roughness type. Accordingly, several
investigators have made attempts to correlate 6 for various roughness geometries (see, for
example, Perry et al.[33]).
Like a rough wall, the porous boundary stands to have the identical effect of increasing the
drag on the core region of the central channel flow in a CICC. This surplus drag, or shear,
is balanced by the change in momentum imposed on the fluid fluctuating across the
annulus-hole interface. If we know apriori the variation in mean axial flow in the hole
region with the radial coordinate y, we can determine 8 from Eq. 3-37:
6 away Y=O --awlaY=(3-40)
y=0  - y=
where from Eq. 3-33 we can calculate q'q', the Reynolds stress at the interface,
expressible as:
= - (Okp0)2  (•m sinh(2kPReh)- PR, Sin(2kImh) (3-41)
S= p2 2(o 2 + •2 )(2 + 2),2 cosh(2kp3,h) + cos(2k3,h)
In most cases, however, information on the flow profile in the central channel will not be
available beforehand, especially when the flow exists in the presence of a turbulence
promoter such as the coiled wire spring of our geometry. If the turbulence promoter in
question simulated a fine-grain roughness, a logarithmic profile might still be assumed,
from which 8 could be backed-out. However, in the general case flow through a coiled
wire spring emulates flow through a baffled channel, for which no distinctive mean
velocity profiles are defined.
Even with the lack of information on the mean axial flow variation, it is still possible to
find the total shear at the effective wall of the hole flow, which is by and large the only
pertinent parameter. Since the porous medium flow fluctuations are considered
independent of the gross character of the core flow in the hole region, the total shear can
be determined by applying the principal of superposition. Hence we find:
tr,, = o -pq.q; (3-42)
where to is the nominal pipe flow wall shear stress. As we see that q'q' is always
negative from Eq. 41, the total shear stress on the channel flow in a CICC with central
hole will always be greater than that predicted by the nominal pipe flow shear relations.
Regardless of the hydraulic behavior of the flow, however, our principal concern is the
effect of turbulent fluctuations at the annulus-hole interface on transverse heat transfer.
As mentioned earlier, in general there will be a direct correspondence between the transfer
of heat and the transfer of momentum. Accordingly, we might find the total heat flux at
the effective hole circuit wall:
q ,o I = qo- PCIqT' (3-43)
where 40' is the nominal pipe flow heat flux, and T' is a fluctuating component of fluid
temperature. Note that care must be taken to distinguish the heat flux, q", from the radial
discharge perturbation term, qy.
It follows from the Reynolds analogy that for fluids with Prandtl number ranging on the
order of one, such as supercritical helium for example, the ratio of turbulent flux terms
qqy; and qYT' should also be of order unity, since the mechanisms of time-averaged
turbulent diffusion are identical. It stands to reason, then, that the magnitude of the
Reynolds stress at the annulus-hole interface can be used directly to determine the
corresponding heat flux.
However, whether the Reynolds analogy applies in this scenario quickly becomes a point
of contention. The expression given in Eq. 3-43 is standard for flows restricted to a single
medium. In other words, it cannot be said to apply precisely between a flow in a porous
medium and a flow in an open channel, where certainly discontinuities in iWI/ay and
especially aT/ay are certain to appear due to interfacial boundary layers at the regional
interface. Moreover, unlike the case of the turbulent boundary layer, the Reynolds stress
exists at the annulus-hole interface regardless of any gradient in the mean axial flow in the
hole circuit. This result arises from the fact that our model for flow in the porous annular
cable bundle discounts any coupling effects with the mean flow behavior in the central
hole. Hence we can deduce that a net positive shear stress on the mean flow in the hole
exists even if its velocity is equal in magnitude to the velocity of the mean flow in the
annulus. Turbulent stresses are induced merely by the transition of flow behavior as it
interacts with the dividing interface. This fact can be extrapolated to a situation in which a
wire mesh is placed down the center plane of a pipe. Even though the mean flow
velocities will be identical on both sides of the mesh, the turbulent interaction with the
mesh itself is enough to cause transverse flow perturbations and an additional component
of drag.
Thus the problem with the Reynolds analogy follows immediately. Although we can have
a net shear on the flow in the absence of a mean velocity gradient, we cannot have a net
heat flux in the absence of a mean temperature gradient, as this is a violation of the First
Law. We must conclude, then, that the net transport of energy across the annulus-hole
interface must depend primarily on a mean temperature difference in the two helium flows.
Furthermore, this energy transport must depend on a transverse flow characteristic that is
independent of the velocity distributions in either the hole or annular regions. Simply,
energy is transported via bulk convection of energy "packets" across the interface, and the
net rate of bulk exchange must depend on the mean temperature differences.
Therefore, in order to account for both turbulent flow fluctuations and the need for a
mean temperature difference as a driving mechanism for net positive heat flow, a more
general approach is taken. Very simply, this approach is founded on a basic material
volume energy balance, which is shown graphically in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6: Schematic of bulk energy flow balance at the annulus-hole interface.
The figure shows the transverse flow of enthalpy stored in finite material volumes
V1I and 8V2 across the well-defined annulus-hole interface, which separates two distinct
regions of flow and thermal energy. The characteristic convection speed is v. Considering
that the net mass flux must be zero, and assuming that differences in density and specific
heat are negligibly small for small AT across the two regions, on average, the finite
volumes will be approximately equal such that BV, = 8V2 = 8V. The time rate of energy
flow into the hole is thus:
pcp,T,,BV'V (3-44)Ay
and the rate of energy flow into the annulus is
pcpTh,O.V .6V --  (3-45)Ay
Here Ay represents a characteristic transfer length, such that (v/Ay)- ' becomes a
characteristic energy transfer time. Combining Eqs. 3-44 and 3-45, we can find the net
rate of bulk energy transfer from the annulus into the hole:
o., = pc,v(T,, - T,,,o) V (3-46)Ay
Now since 8V is arbitrary, we can set it equal to the total volume of fluid that passes
across the interface per unit time. Accordingly, 8V -- PAxAy, where P is the interface
perimeter. Subsequently we find that the total rate of inter-fluid mixing heat transfer can
be described by the relation:
Qi"n, = pc,4,oa Ph (T,, - Th,,) (3-47)
The parameter a (0 <a • 1) must be included to scale the effective perimeter of the
annulus-hole interface with the transparency of the coiled wire spring. Also, here we have
substituted the r.m.s. radial discharge component for the characteristic transfer speed,
taken akin to the molecular kinetic speed used to define intrinsic thermodynamic
properties of the fluid. From Eq. 3-35, this component is defined at the interface (y = 0)
according to:
= ekpo (cosh(2kph) - cos(2kI,,h) (3-48)
p2(a +2 )(a2 +2 ) cosh(2kp,,Rh)+ cos(2kp,h)
Noting that the product pc,4, has units {Wm-2 K 1 ), we finally arrive at a definition for a
characteristic bulk fluid exchange heat transfer coefficient:
h£m, = pCpC,O (3-49)
3.4 Turbulated Convective Heat Transfer from the Annulus Inner Wall
In order to evaluate the thermal conductance contributed by convective heat transfer from
the annulus at the annulus-hole interface, we must consider the principal turbulence
characteristics of the flow. Information provided by DNS studies (Direct Numerical
Simulation) is perhaps the only way the precise nature of the flow behavior in the hole
region can be understood. However, given the extremely complex geometry involved,
combined with the anticipated high Reynolds numbers, it is unlikely that direct
computational analysis will ever prove to be profitable in this case. As a consequence,
relevant empirical data becomes the most valuable source of information in our modeling
analysis.
Fortunately, there is a wealth of experimental analysis available for heat transfer in
enclosed channels lined with various sorts of turbulence promoters, or "turbulators," as
they are sometimes referred to in the literature. These turbulence promoters often take the
form of finned, fluted, or roughened channel walls. In most cases, heat transfer and
pressure drop data are correlated relative to the nominal smooth-tube equations, and are
shown to enhance or reduce the thermohydraulic performance of the channel by some
determined constant.
3.4.1 Thermohydraulic Reference Data for Coiled Wire Sprinog Tube
Inserts
As the proposed model for transverse heat transfer is concerned solely with a coiled wire
spring as the choice of central pipe at the core of the annulus bundle, the analysis will
likewise focus exclusively on this geometry. Nagaoka and Watanabe [31], Seigel [39],
Zhukovsky [45], and Sams [36] have all obtained heat transfer data for smooth tubes of
various diameter lined with coiled wire spring inserts. Here, however, only the more
recent data reported by Seigel and Sams is presented, although Sams' data is reproduced
from a secondary report by Bergles et al. [3].
Seigel uses 0.625" outside-diameter impedance heated copper tubing to test heat transfer
to a flow of cool water. His coil is constructed from 12 gage (0.0808") steel wire
wrapped in three different specimens at pitch lengths of 0.7500" (Y4"), 0.3750" (%"), and
0.1875" (Y6"). Seigel's data for heat transfer coefficient using the three pitch length coil
specimens shows considerable scatter, as he reports no distinctive differences in the
measured value of h as the pitch is increased from Y16" to Y4". As a result, he correlates
all his data along one continuous curve, which is plotted in Figure 3-7. Note, however,
that the Nusselt number data from Siegel reproduced in Fig. 3-7 contains some
uncertainty. Originally, Seigel reported his data with respect to volumetric flow rate
instead of Reynolds number, thus some extrapolation was required to make the
conversion.
In Sams' tests, Y " internal diameter impedance heated copper tubing was used to measure
heat transfer to a flow of room temperature air in the Reynolds number range 6 x 103 to
1x 104 . He reports data obtained for spiraled steel wire of various cross-sectional
diameter and pitch length, details of which are summarized in Table 3-1. However,
Nusselt number data is provided in Fig. 3-7 only for the first six of Sams' specimens (coils
2 through 7).
Table 3-1: Details of Sams' wire coil test specimens.
Coil Specimen No. Coil Wire Diameter Coil Pitch Length Measured
1 No coil 1.86
2 0.026" 1.630 1.38
3 0.026" 1.030 1.34
4 0.026" 0.490 1.55
5 0.026" 0.260 1.28
6 0.026" 0.130 1.64
7 0.026" 0.026 1.40
8 0.019" 0.620 1.34
9 0.019" 0.260 1.28
10 0.019" 0.100 1.26
11 0.019" 0.019 1.38
12 0.013" 2.180 1.40
13 0.013" 1.190 1.38
14 0.013" 0.690 1.35
15 0.013" 0.490 1.35
16 0.013" 0.270 1.29
Also shown in Fig. 3-7 for comparative purposes is the standard smooth-tube relation
specified by the Dittus-Boelter equation:
Nusm.oth = 0.023 -Re0.8 -Pr0.4 (3-50)
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Figure 3-7: Comparison plot of Nusselt numbers measured separately by Seigel [39] and
Sams [36] for various coiled wire spring insert specimens.
Since all the coiled wire data appear to vary more or less directly proportionately with the
standard smooth wall relation Eq. 3-50, Figure 3-8 is provided below to illustrate the
degree of heat transfer enhancement provided by each coil specimen by comparing the
ratio A = Nuco,/NuS,,,n,. Seigel's data shows a consistent heat transfer enhancement of up
to 230% over that predicted by the Dittus-Boelter equation, while Sams' data exhibits an
improvement of up to 100%, with the best results obtained by coils 5 and 6.
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Figure 3-8: Plot showing the ratio of coil heat transfer to smooth wall heat transfer.
It is natural to expect a direct correspondence between increased heat transfer and
increased pressure drop in the flow. This correspondence is due to the fact that the same
mechanisms which give rise to a shear stress at the effective wall of the channel also give
rise to the heat flux. In order to highlight the presence of any correspondence, Figure 3-9
is provided, showing friction factor data reported by Sams for his six principal test
specimens. Seigel does not quantitatively present friction factor data for his tests,
although he does report that he observed a gradual decrease in pressure drop as the pitch
length of his coil specimens was increased from Y6 " to Y ". For comparative purposes, the
friction factor data by Sams shown in Fig. 3-9 is plotted in juxtaposition with the currently
accepted hole region CICC correlation3 , which is given by:
3 Based on the latest ITER design specifications, September 1994.
f ,,= N-4-0.046. Re - '2
Here the constant N is taken rather arbitrarily to be equal to 2 for the coiled wire spring
pipe, and the factor of 4 results from the conversion of f from a European to American
definition (see Katheder [23]), which is precisely the difference between the Moody and
Darcy friction factors.
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Figure 3-9: Comparison plot of friction factor data provided by Sams and values
provided by the standard CICC hole circuit correlation.
Note that the plot in Fig. 3-9 indicates relatively poor agreement between the standard
correlation and data provided by Sams for his higher performance coils (with respect to
Nusselt number) in the Reynolds number range shown. In general the measured friction
factor ranges between 5 and 7 times larger than the values predicted by the adopted
correlation. Moreover, on the logarithmic scale, the CICC correlation decreases at a
(3-51)
constant rate, whereas the data provided by Sams suggests a leveling-off of friction factor
at a Reynolds number ranging near 10. The precise threshold of this range of constant f
appears to vary, as expected, with each coil. Such a leveling behavior at high Reynolds
number is consistent with most friction factor information given in the literature for
various types and degrees of wall roughness. In addition, as reported by Bergles et al.,
this trend is consistent with nearly all types of transverse channel wall proturbances such
as fins or machined ridges. The result of this discrepancy can be significant, as
dependence on the standard CICC correlation may be leading to gross overestimations of
helium flow rate in the hole circuit at large Reynolds numbers, in turn leading to critical
overestimations of the conductor heat removal capabilities.
3.4.2 Proposed Theory of Coil Design Optimization
Due to the restricted number of available specimens, neither Seigel nor Sams was able to
correlate their results in a way which would predict optimal heat transfer rates according
to such features as coil wire cross-sectional diameter or coil spacing. Nevertheless, with
careful reasoning, it may be possible to develop an appropriate characterization of the coil
geometry relative to its heat transfer enhancement effects and seek to apply it to the
obtained data.
As turbulent convective heat transfer occurs simultaneously via a mechanism of both
molecular and turbulent eddy diffusion, we might naturally expect an enhancement in heat
transfer (higher Nusselt number) with an increase in the turbulence, or more specifically,
with an increase in turbulence intensity. Intrinsically, the turbulence intensity grows with
increasing Reynolds number, as these higher Reynolds numbers correspond to a greater
dominance of fluid inertial forces over the molecular viscous forces, which tend to
stabilize the flow. Almost by definition, then, the goal of a turbulence promoter is to
increase the overall turbulence intensity of the flow by imposing superficial geometry
modifications upon the enclosing channel. As suggested by White [43], these superficial
geometry modifications increase the turbulence intensity by introducing unsteady
undulations in the mean flow. The impact of these undulations is best visualized with
turbulent flow through very rough pipes: i.e., the undulations induced in the boundary
layer as the flow traverses the roughness peaks and canyons increases both heat and
momentum transfer by producing large eddies near the effective pipe wall.
In the case of the coiled wire spring, the relative dimensions of the wire are too large
relative to the mean diameter of the hole region to be characterized as a component of
channel wall roughness. Instead, flow through the coiled pipe emulates flow through a
baffled channel. The undulations in this type of flow are prescribed by a combination of
spacing between the baffles and the net height of the bulk flow area. In terms of the coiled
wire spring, this prescription would relate to the spacing between turns of the coil and the
net diameter of the core flow area. If d,, is defined as the coil wire diameter, the spacing
is therefore defined as:
Spacing = Pitch - d.,, (3-52)
The net diameter then becomes:
Net Diameter = di, - d,, (3-53)
where di, is the diameter corresponding to the height of the pipe "wall," which is the inner
diameter of the annular cable bundle. The spacing and net diameter parameters are
illustrated in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-10: Schematic illustration of coiled wire spring geometric parameters.
With these parameters so defined, a final aspect ratio, A, which describes the relative
degree of undulation induced in the flow, can be stated as:
Ne/~::i·:..
uxr · · :
~:~ XPAM·~s::
SpacingA= Spacing (3-54)
Net Diameter
Table 3-2, shown below, is a partial reproduction of Table 3-1, showing aspect ratio
specifications for the six principal test coils used by Sams. Also represented in the table
are the composite specifications from Seigel's three coil specimens. The final aspect ratio
is derived using an average of the three different pitch lengths of his coils. From the table,
we can see that the test coils featuring an aspect ratio in the range 0.2 < A 5 0.5 provide
the best heat transfer performance.
Table 3-2: Details of each coiled wire specimen used independently by Sams and Seigel relative
to coil aspect ratio.
Coil Specimen Coil Wire Diameter Coil Pitch Length(s) Aspect Ratio, A
Sams' Tests
2 0.026" 1.630 3.3840
3 0.026" 1.030 2.1181
4 0.026" 0.490 0.9789
5 0.026" 0.260 0.4937
6 0.026" 0.130 0.2194
7 0.026" 0.026 0.0000
Seigel's Tests 0.0808" 4", Y" Ys6" 0.7684 (average)
Correlation of the coiled wire spring geometry with respect to heat transfer performance
using the aspect ratio of Eq. 3-54 is significant for one important reason- an optimal
value of A (or at least an optimal range) is guaranteed. This can be deduced from
inspection of Eq. 3-54. As A tends towards infinity, either the net diameter vanishes or
the coil spacing increases without bound. In the former case, the flow is totally obstructed
and the evaluation of convective heat transfer becomes meaningless. In the latter case,
heat transfer results should converge upon those yielded by the Dittus-Boelter equation
for smooth tubes. This prediction is verified by data from coil 2 of Sams' study, as a heat
transfer enhancement of only 50% is achieved when the aspect ratio tends to a value of 3.
On the other hand, as A tends towards zero, the spacing vanishes, and again, heat transfer
results should converge with those predicted by the smooth tube equation. The only
discrepancy inherent to this scenario lies with the fact that as long as d,., , 0, the
effective diameter of the pipe will be less than di,. Hence the measured value of Nusselt
number should actually be less than the value predicted by the Dittus-Boelter equation by
a factor proportional to (d,. - d)/d,. Again, this prediction is evidenced by data from coil
7 of the study by Sams, which does in fact have A = 0, and according to the plot in Fig. 3-
7, yields a Nusselt number that is slightly less than that yielded by the smooth tube
relation. Since smooth tube heat transfer behavior is approached on both limits of the
aspect ratio, an optimum value or range of values of the parameter A is implied.
Because in general a sample of several coiled wire spring inserts will have different values
of d,,,, the Nusselt number and friction factor results cannot be expected to correlate
exactly according to A. Consequently, the Aspect Ratio theory of coiled wire spring
design optimization can serve only as a relative guideline for a specific coil wire size. This
is to say, an optimal value or range of A must exist for a given coil wire shape and size,
but these values may differ slightly among different coil types.
On a final note, it is important to point out that although the average value of A inherent
to the specimens used by Seigel falls within the range featured by the specimens used by
Sams, their respective data for Nusselt number do not agree. It is not absolutely clear why
this is so. Quite possibly, as Seigel's coiled wire size is roughly eight times as large as any
of Sams' coils, the relativity of the aspect ratio characterization may be a crucial factor.
Alternatively, the aspect ratio characterization may not be sufficient to describe heat
transfer enhanced by a coiled wire spring. On the other hand, no further characterization
is apparent. There is, however, one other possible explanation for the discrepancy. Seigel
himself cannot explain the causes behind the wide scatter in his test results that originally
compelled him to average all the data together, even though this data was derived from
three sets of tests using distinct coil specimens. The experimental uncertainty of his
measurements, combined with the uncertainty inherent to the Reynolds numbers
corresponding to his measurements, may be enough to account for the disagreement
between his results and those reported by Sams.
3.5 Definition of Uand Closure Requirements
From the electrical analog illustration of the transverse heat transfer paths provided in Fig.
3-2, it is clear that the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient is defined as:
1 1 WU {= -2- (3-55)
where
1 1
Rm =- = (3-56)
hm pc,q,a
and
Rcoi_ = d = 1 (3-57)
K Nucoil hcoil
In review of sections 3.3 and 3.4 the functional dependence of U can be shown to be:
Rm,, = R(p, c,, ,C l , di,,, fdot,ftl .iih,.,., Kx, K,,J9,K J ) (3-58)
Rcoi, = R(p, CP, , , d,,d, ihol, A) (3-59)
or principally
SU= Re., Re,,, Pr, d , fc,a,A,K, (3-60)
dot
where again
Rea, = Annulus region Reynolds number.
Reho., = Hole region Reynolds number.
Pr = Average fluid Prandtl number.
d.d" = Annulus inner - outer diameter ratio.
dot
f•, = Coiled wire insert friction factor (hole flow friction factor).
a = Coiled wire spring insert transparency factor.
A = Coiled wire spring insert Nusselt number enhancement factor.
K = Porous cable bundle permeability tensor.
J = Porous cable bundle inertial coefficient vector.
It is evident that U is dependent on parameters that describe both the hydraulic and
geometric characteristics of the particular cable-in-conduit conductor under investigation.
Of the geometric characteristics, however, only the annulus diameter ratio and coiled wire
spring transparency factor are directly available for use in calculating U. The other
parameters, specifically the cable bundle permeability tensor and inertial coefficient vector
which correspond uniquely to the annular cable itself, along with the coil friction factor
and Nusselt number enhancement factor which correspond uniquely to the particular
coiled wire spring insert used, must be determined empirically in order to bring closure to
the model. The remaining sections of this thesis are devoted to experimental
determination of these parameters and their respective effects on transverse heat transfer
in the CICC with central hole.

Chapter IV
Experimental Measurements of Cable
Permeability and Inertial Coefficient
It has been shown in Chapter III that the annulus-hole inter-regional fluid mixing
contribution to the transverse heat transfer is largely dependent on the hydraulic flow
resistance characteristics of the cable bundle. Specifically, the model for U assumes the
cable bundle can be construed as a saturated porous medium, and thus the principal
parameters governing its interstitial flow are the cable's constants of permeability and
inertial coefficient.
In order to provide a base estimate for U and to determine how it is affected by certain
geometric changes in the CICC cable design, an experiment was devised in which several
measurements of pressure drop and corresponding flow rate through a section of typical
ITER-type cable were recorded. The main objective of this experiment was twofold: to
validate the assumption that the cable bundle in a CICC can in fact be modeled as a
classical porous medium, and secondly, to determine the relevant hydraulic flow resistance
parameters for use in the model for overall transverse heat transfer coefficient. The
underlying hypothesis that the cable is a porous medium is proven merely by showing that
the pressure drop flow correspondence obeys the modified Darcy equation:
=xi  u, Ui + Uui (4-1)
where again gt and p are the dynamic viscosity and density of the interfusing fluid, e is the
medium porosity, ui is the unidirectional pore velocity, and Ki and Ji are the medium
directional permeability and inertial coefficient, respectively. Note that K, (m2) and
dimensionless J; are strictly geometric properties of the solid phase alone, independent of
the fluid, where the permeability denotes a characteristic pore size and the inertial
coefficient denotes a characteristic pore shape [24], relevant at high Reynolds numbers in
which form drag is a key component in the overall flow resistance. Once the pressure
drop flow trends are established in agreement with Eq. 4-1, Ki and Ji can be determined
via graphical means.
4.1 Experimental Procedure
As a base sample, segments of the MIT 92-1 copper cable were used in the tests.
Specifications for the MIT 92-1 are given in Table 4-1 for reference. This particular cable
design represents a typical multi-strand, multi-stage CICC configured with a central
cooling hole used in ITER-type magnet systems, with the exception that the sub-cable foil
wrapping common to the ITER conductors was not present. Nevertheless,
thermohydraulic properties derived for this cable can be considered representative of
other, similar designs.
Table 4-1: Nominal MIT 92-1 cable specifications.
MIT 92-1 Pure Copper Cable Specifications
No. strands 1350
Cable pattern 6x5x5x3x3
Cable pitch lengths 5.1, 10.2, 20.4, 30.6, 40.8 cm (2, 4, 8, 12, 16")
Strand diameter, d 0.78 mm
Annulus inner diameter 9.525 mm (0.375")
Sub-cable foil wrapping None
Overwrap thickness 0.076 mm
In all, three distinct samples were fabricated for testing. To differentiate the samples,
three different die sizes were used to swage the outer stainless steel jacket down to
different outer dimensions. As the central coiled wire spring was removed and replaced
with a solid steel rod of like diameter prior to swaging, the original hole dimension was
preserved and the resultant cable-space area rendered different for each sample, thus
yielding different void fractions. Details of the sample sizing and cutting are left to
Appendix C. The final sample lengths each measured 7" (17.78 cm).
4.1.1 Sample Porosity Measurements
The porosities, or effective void fractions, of the three samples were measured using the
method of imbibition described by Kaviany [24]. This process involved saturating the
samples with a wetting, non-corrosive liquid, such as the methylene used in this case, and
measuring the surplus mass added to the sample. Given a nominal value of methylene
density measured separately, the void space volume was determined, with which the
percentage of void volume was determined based on careful measurements of the
conductor jacket dimensions. In applying this method the effective void fractions were
obtained, which vary from the true void fractions based on the interstitial spacing area in
the sample cross-sections. The variation is mainly due to the twists of the cable strands
which contribute additional solid phase into the overall porous volume. Final dimensional
specifications for the three samples are given in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Test sample porosity parameters.
Specimen Final Annulus OD Porosity (Effective Void Fraction)
Sample 1 36.97 mm 28.86 %
Sample 2 39.01 mm 38.01%
Sample 3 41.04 mm 45.20 %
4.1.2 Test Apparatus
The overall test apparatus is shown pictorially in Figure 4-la and schematically in Figure
4-lb. The main components of the apparatus include two N2 gas bottles (two bottles
helped to sustain high flow rates for a longer time), an upstream regulator to fix the supply
pressure, a venturi meter to measure flow rate, and the conductor sample under
examination. Nitrogen gas was chosen as the working fluid principally for its accessibility
and ease of use, but also for its relatively high molecular weight and small viscosity among
the available gases, which provided a broader range of Reynolds numbers over which data
could be collected. Some question might yet be raised as to the suitability of N2 gas as a
substitute for supercritical helium in testing CICC cable hydraulic properties. A discussion
of the general applicability of the model of overall transverse heat transfer coefficient to
supercritical helium flow is given in Appendix A; however, for now it is worthwhile to
repeat that the cable bundle hydraulic properties, namely the permeability and inertial
coefficient constants, are by definition independent of the fluid in use. At minimum, the
experiment was designed such that flow Reynolds numbers emulated those normally found
during true CICC operation in supercritical helium (103 < Re,,n < 104), so that porous
medium-type hydraulic behavior could be conclusively established under any applicable
flow conditions.

venturis were rated for N2 gas flow between 5 and 75 SCFM (2 and 36 liter/min.) at a
maximum pressure differential of 50 psid with a regulated inlet pressure of 300 psig. Two
Validyne Corporation DP10 differential pressure transducers powered by a compatible
Validyne CD280 demodulator with 0-10 V maximum output were used to make
measurements across the venturi and at the sample inlet. The demodulator output signals
were wired to two separate OMEGA DP41-U adjustable precision digital meters in order
to record the data.
4.1.3 Cable Anisotropy
It is clear by superficial inspection that the MIT 92-1 cable, like most if not all other
ITER-type CICCs, is not a geometrically isotropic medium. As such it may be reasonably
postulated that the cable properties with respect to fluid flow are also not isotropic. This
postulate in essence implies that the medium permeability is not a scalar but in fact the
permeability tensor K. It is well established [2,24,37], however, both theoretically and
experimentally that as a symmetric, second rank tensor describing a physical property no
more than three of its nine components are independent, and in fact all of the tensor
components can be determined once the principal axis values are known. This concept is
directly analogous to a stress or moment of inertia tensor of a physical body. Fortunately
then, the anisotropy inherent to a CICC cable bundle can easily be handled both
mathematically and experimentally, as it is clear that the principal axes of this anisotropy
lie along the coordinate axes of the cylindrical system obviously appropriate for the
annular cable. Because azimuthal symmetry insures that the radial direction represents the
only remaining principal axis of the medium other than the axial direction, determination
of the full set of directional cable bundle properties is vastly simplified. Therefore,
measurements of the cable bundle permeability and inertial coefficient constants along the
radial (i.e., transverse) direction in addition to the axial direction will guarantee that the
flow behavior can be adequately described in all three dimensions.
4.1.4 Axial Flow Test Setup
The test sample setup for flow measurements in the axial direction is illustrated in Figure
4-2. One Validyne DP10 pressure transducer was situated with its positive pressure line
at the inlet of the sample and its negative line exposed to atmospheric pressure; as N2 flow
through the sample was allowed to vent into ambient the effective differential pressure of
the fluid across the sample was measured. According to Kaviany, hydraulic flow
development in a porous medium is completed within one span of the characteristic pore
length, which in the case of the MIT 92-1 cable would correspond approximately to the
strand diameter. This assessment of fully developed flow in a CICC stands in contrast to
the usual, channel flow criterion, which stipulates that fully developed conditions are
achieved after about 20 spans of the characteristic length, corresponding to about 16 mn
in the case of each of the three samples. In either circumstance, the selected sample length
of nearly 18 cm was deemed a sufficient span across which entrance effects could be
neglected.
Note from Fig. 4-2 that the solid rod used to maintain the central hole dimensional
integrity during swaging was left in place during the axial flow tests. Effectively, the rod
served as a plug preventing fluid from escaping through the low impedance hole channel
thereby isolating the flow within the annular cable bundle region as needed. For this set of
axial flow tests, the venturi rated between 15 and 75 SCFM (7 and 36 liter/min.) was used.
pi P Solid plugP I
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Figure 4-2: Test sample setup for measurement of axial cable hydraulic properties.
4.1.5 Radial Flow Test Setup
The test sample setup for the radial flow measurements is illustrated in Figure 4-3. Flow
was directed radially by first channeling the N2 gas down the central hole, from which the
stainless steel rod was partially removed. This channeling was accomplished by mating a
0.375" (9.525 mm) outer diameter thin-walled copper tube of appropriate length with the
fitting sleeve supplying the flow. The tube prevented the gas from leaking into the cable
bundle outside of the prescribed gap width, b. The gap width of the radial flow, il turn,
was created by making a circumferential cut through the stainless jacket and incrementally
sliding the loose end in the axial direction downstream. A section of the original stainless
rod was kept in place in the central channel spanning the rest of the length of the sample,
and was drawn out incrementally with the free end of the conductor jacket to regulate the
gap width as desired. The stainless foil overwrap was removed from the exposed surface.
Axial flow through the outlet face of the sample was prevented by bolting a solid plate in
place, as shown in the figure.
gap width, b -
FIh\ II
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pipe section
Figure 4-3: Test sample setup for measurement of radial cable hydraulic properties.
The combination of the copper tube and the stainless rod helped to minimize the axial
component of gas velocity emanating from the outer surface of the bundle into the
environment, thereby closely emulating flow from a true radial source. However, due to
the smaller flow area of the copper tube, a second venturi rated for a much lower range of
N2 gas between 5-15 SCFM (2 and 7 liter/min.) was used by necessity. Slightly beyond
the maximum rate of 15 SCFM the flow apparently choked at the throat of copper tube
and thus skewed the pressure drop results.
4.2 Porous Media Flow Analytic Formulations
To determine the cable bundle permeability and inertial coefficient constants the derived
pressure drop and flow rate data must be properly interpreted. This can be done only
through integration of Eq. 4-1, which requires knowledge of fluid property dependencies,
such as an equation of state, relevant dimensional parameters, as well as boundary
conditions. For flow of an ideal gas such as nitrogen, conditions are best described as
isothermal, due mainly to the large heat capacity and high thermal conductance of the
interacting solid phase (i.e., the cable bundle).
4.2.1 Axial Isothermal Flow
Under this circumstance, integral statements of mass conservation and the equation of
state are necessary for closure:
pui = constant (4-2)
- P (4-3)RTo
Here R represents the gas constant for nitrogen at atmospheric conditions, and To the
ambient temperature. Applying Eqs. 4-2 and 4-3 as needed, Eq. 4-1 may be integrated
along the x direction to yield:
(AP.po)2  _ 1 EJ) z Poo (44)S = -+ (4-4)
2poteuoe KX77 I t
where Apx is the pressure drop across a finite section of the medium, f, relative to the
ambient pressure po, and ambient density po. The inlet velocity uo is related to the
measured flow rate Q according to uo = Q/AJ, Af representing the void space or total
interstitial flow area of the medium. The subscript x refers to properties of the medium
along the axial direction.
If the fluid is considered incompressible, solution to Eq. 4-1 in the axial direction is trivial
and is stated explicitly as
AP _ 1 EJ PokoS--+ J 0  (4-5)iEu0e K, ýF g)
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4.2.2 Radial Isothermal Flow
In the case of radial flow through the medium, solution to Eq. 4-1 is obtainable after a
suitable restatement of mass conservation, Eq. 4-2. In integral form this statement can be
expressed as:
PoQ = p(2xrb)rq, (4-6)
where b is the radial flow width, r the coordinate variable, and q, the volume averaged
radial flow velocity. It might be useful to relate q, to u0, the inlet pore velocity in the
axial direction. This association, though strictly superficial, will be helpful in observing the
correspondence between axial and radial cable properties on the same scale of total flow
rate.
Applying Eqs. 4-3 and 4-6, Eq. 4-1 can be integrated along a radial path to yield:
[(AP, + PO)2 -P~]( t b) 1ln(r + A(roM, - r
~
)J. P
,Po uo  = K ,r) (2-' r•'- , n - (4-7)
Po Afuo K, (2b) r.,, ( g
Here Ap, is the pressure drop relative to ambient across the segment (ro, -ri,) of the
porous annular cable bundle, and the subscript r refers to its radial properties.
Under conditions of incompressible radial flow, solution to Eq. 4-1 is again trivial and is
simply stated as
Ap,(2nrb) 1= ro, A,(r J8 Poo
,i K, ) r (rotoi' )(4-8)
pAuO K , (2nb)rO., ,
4.2.3 Correlations for CICC Friction Factor
As discussed in Chapter I, the most popular approach thus far to characterizing flow
through a cable-in-conduit conductor has been through use of the hydraulic friction factor
[7,11,12,20,22,23,25,27,40]. Despite the ever increasingly complex cabling patterns used
in these conductors, the friction factor has remained a standard in the CICC research
community. Used in isolation, however, this approach is clearly limited, as it is applicable
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only to models of one-dimensional channel flow, thus neglecting the three-dimensional
flow effects that give rise to a complex process of heat and bulk transport within the cable
space. It is in this respect that the porous medium approach to characterizing CICC flow
presents its principal advantages.
Yet while direct application of the porous medium characterization, manifested in the
expression given by Eq. 4-1, may very well supersede the need for an identifiable friction
factor, it does provide an exact correlation for f that has thus far remained elusive.
Identification of this correlation will prove useful in analyzing the data of old CICC
designs in search of evidence for porous media-type hydraulic behavior.
Recalling the definition for the Darcy friction factor:
f d dp (4-9)
S pu2 dx
where d is a characteristic dimension of the flow, we may immediately apply the solutions
to Eq. 4-1 for flow in the axial direction of a porous cable bundle. In the case of one-
dimensional isothermal ideal gas flow in a channel, Bird et. al [4] give the integrated
solution forf according to:
f= 1 Po )R To + n  P Po (4-10)Sar Ap+po) 4 +o
where the subscript 'gas' is meant to denote compressible, isothermal, ideal gas flow. The
log term, arising from the inertial effects of gas expansion, is always negligible unless
Ap/po >> 1. As applied to supercritical helium, Shajii [40] has argued vehemently in
support of the negligibility of inertial effects in CICC fluid momentum transport as well.
Thus dropping the log term and rearranging,
[(Ap + po)2 _ P= p (4-11)
Substitution into Eq. 4-4 thus givesdRT
Substitution into Eq. 4-4 thus gives:
102
('" = )po 2 2edL I 2e•j, (4-12)
where now the characteristic length d becomes the conventional CICC cable bundle
hydraulic diameter, dh, a superficial parameter defined as four times the flow area divided
by the wetted perimeter. It is emphasized that dh is a superficial number based on a
classical definition, as it describes neither a characteristic boundary layer height nor a true
pore size of the medium, and is thus for all practical purposes meaningless.
In the case of incompressible flow, the integrated solution for friction factor is simply
f d Ap (4-13)
_ poUo e
Substitution into Eq. 4-5 yields:
f- [2~~ 22d 1J, (4-14)
KX Red J
or
f =( Po f (4-15)
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Axial Properties of the Porous Cable Bundle
Measurements of axial pressure drop and flow rate were collected for the three CICC
samples within a range of Reynolds numbers between 5 x 102 and 3.6 x 103, where Re is
defined relative to the hydraulic diameter dh. The data was plotted with the quantity
((Ap. +po) 2 -p2)/2pEiuole as the ordinate and po0 o/g as the abscissa, as shown in
Figure 4-4. As predicted by Eq. 4-4, the data arranged in this way clearly falls along
approximately straight lines, suggesting that the modified Darcy equation 4-1 does in fact
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govern the fluid dynamics in the CICC cable bundles Using a least squares regression to
calculate the best linear fit, the axial permeabilities were determined from the inverse of
the intercepts of these fits, and subsequently the inertial coefficients were determined from
the slopes. The results are tabulated in Table 4-3.
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Figure 4-4: Axial pressure drop vs.
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CICC samples.
Error bars are omitted from the plot for clarity. The correlation coefficient for each fit,
however, exceeds 98%, indicating strong agreement with a linear trend. Based on
estimated error sources in the data combined with a pressure measurement accuracy lying
within ± 0.01 psi, error margins on the permeability and inertial coefficient constants are
calculated and included with the tabulated results in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Measured axial hydraulic properties of the test samples.
% Void Axial Permeability, Kx [cm2] Axial Inertial Coefficient, J,
Sample 1 28.86 % (1.214 + 0.011) x 10-5  0.0326 + 0.0026
Sample 2 38.01 % (2.096 + 0.020) x 10-5  0.0169 ± 0.0010
Sample 3 45.20 % (3.150 ± 0.040) x 10-5 0.0117 ± 0.0002
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To illustrate the effectiveness of the porous medium characterization of CICC flow with
regards to correlating the friction factor, Eq. 4-12 is plotted (solid lines) using the
determined values of K, and J. taken from Table 4-3 alongside the data. In order that all
the data may be compared on the same scale of total flow rate, the characteristic flow
dimension, d, is assigned to the strand diameter, d,, which is common to all three samples.
This assignment intentionally differs from the usual selection of the hydraulic diameter,
dh = 4A 1/P,, where P, is the wetted perimeter, as this parameter will obviously vary as
the porosity and thus the flow area change. The strand diameter, which is always on the
order of dh within a few percent for cable-in-conduit conductors [7,20,22,23,25,27], is the
more universal parameter and is here used in both the friction factor and Reynolds number
calculations. Note that the propagated impact on the values of f and Re are slight and
within the margin of error of the original data. The plots for each sample are shown in
Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Plot showing the agreement of the friction factor correlation (Eq. 4-12) with
experimental data. Also plotted is the incompressible smooth tube friction factor (dotted line)
and the ITER correlation (dashed line) for reference.
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Provided for reference in Fig. 4-5 is the incompressible smooth-walled pipe friction factor,
correlated by Churchill [9] (dotted line), and the standard ITER correlation (dashed line)
fe,, = f., = N 4.0.046. Re ' 2 , where N is a constant equal to 5.
As the friction factor corresponding to the CICC sample data scales with the pressure
drop, within a certain range of high Reynolds numbers, the smooth-walled pipe relation
yields results that actually exceed the cable bundle measurements. However, this
seemingly paradoxical phenomenon is strictly an artifact of the isothermal ideal gas
relation. As affirmed by Eq. 4-14, at high Reynolds numbers in an incompressible porous
media flow, the friction factor asymptotically approaches a constant equal to
2e2 d J/,/J, .
4.3.2 Radial Properties of the Porous Cable Bundle
As in the axial flow tests, here measurements of radial pressure drop vs. flow rate were
collected in the Reynolds number range 2 x 102 to 7 x 102 in order to determine the radial
flow properties of the cable bundle. For the radial flow tests, however, it could not be
determined apriori whether the gap width, b, as shown in Fig. 4-3, would have any
observable effect on the derived values of permeability and inertial coefficient. In other
words, because of the various twist pitches in the cable, it was suspected that the radial
geometry might feature local heterogeneous characteristics that must be averaged out with
a suitable selection of a Representative Elementary Area (REA) in order to obtain the
homogeneous properties of the medium. As a result, several sets of measurements were
taken using different gap sizes, and results were compared for each sample. This
procedure contrasts with that of the axial flow tests, in which it was assumed throughout
that each of the sample cross-sections represented a sufficient REA.
For each of the three samples, the data was plotted with the quantity
([(A, + p) 2 - p ](xb))poAu o as the ordinate and pouo/ýt as the abscissa, as shown in
Figure 4-6a through 4-6c. Each set of data points corresponds to one uniform gap width.
As predicted by Eq. 4-7, the data all fall along straight lines. Using a least squares
regression technique the best linear fits were calculated, and the radial permeabilities and
inertial coefficients were determined.
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Figure 4-6: Radial pressure drop vs. flow data for a) Sample 1, b) Sample 2, and c) sample 3.
Each set of data points corresponds to one uniform gap width, b.
Note from Fig. 4-6 that the results for the radial flow tests are all anomalous in one
important sense: the mean slopes as well as the mean intercepts increase with increasing b
instead of decrease, as expected. In fact, according to Eq. 4-7, the slopes should decrease
in a way such that Ap2  u 2 .b-T or Ap2 .b/u o ~ uo .b • , where y = 2 and thus a = 1.
Only this dependence will yield constant properties of radial permeability and inertial
coefficient. However, Fig 4-6 clearly shows that the measurements have a different
dependence on gap width, b, where in fact the exponent a is a number less than zero.
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To observe this dependence explicitly, the intercepts, 1-n r" and slopes,
from Fig. 4-6 are plotted as a function of b for each sample in Figure 4-(2nb)r,orV, JK
7a through 4-7c (error bars shown). It is evident that the slopes and intercepts vary with b
in a near linear fashion. Further analysis in fact reveals that Ap2 -b/uo - uo b" where a
varies between -0.7 and -0.9 for each of the three samples.
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Sample 3.
It could not be determined from the available information whether the source of this
discrepancy rested with the nature of the medium itself (e.g., its anisotropic geometry), the
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applicability of the theory to the cable bundle medium, or with some key fault in the
experimental setup. As a result, a control test was performed in the same setup using a
known isotropic, homogeneous porous medium. The medium selected was a high
porosity commercial styrofoam, of the kind commonly used in arts and crafts applications.
An annular piece of the styrofoam was carefully cut to match the same dimensions of the
Sample 3 CICC section, and was subsequently placed in the jacket of this same sample,
from which the cable was removed. Radial pressure drop and flow rate data was then
collected for a similar range of gap widths. Ultimately, the slopes and intercepts for each
data set were calculated, and plotted as a function of b as shown in Fig. 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Trends in measured intercept and slope of radial flow test data as a function of gap
width, b, for a control sample consisting of commercial styrofoam, a known isotropic,
homogeneous porous medium.
The trends shown in Fig. 4-8 clearly parallel those for the three CICC samples, and in fact
exhibit a more consistent dependence on b from test to test. It is believed that this
consistency is due principally to the greater void uniformity featured by the styrofoam
relative to the cable samples (especially Sample 3, which, with the largest porosity
featured the worst void uniformity).
Given that the hydraulic properties of the styrofoam are known to be homogeneous and in
compliance with the modified Darcy equation (see Chu and Gelhar [8], for example), an
intensive investigation for possible sources of error was initiated. A thorough examination
of both the theory and the experimental process led to only a single conclusion which
could be supported by results from the control test. Ultimately, it was deduced that the
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experimental setup did not properly emulate the intended radial flow conditions. In fact,
physical observation noted during the tests of all the samples, including the styrofoam
control sample, revealed that for gap widths much larger than a few millimeters, the flow
emanating from the samples featured a strong axial component. These observations were
made using tactile sensing of the flow field. Only when the gap width was reduced to near
zero was the anticipated cylindrical plume of gas observed at the sample outlet.
We may readily see the impact of this axial flow component on the computed values of
radial permeability and inertial coefficient by a applying a scaling argument to the
differential form of the continuity equation:
-x +-r = 0 (4-16)ax ar
b
or q ~-- q, (4-17)
where we have assumed that the fluid density is constant in the region of transition from
axial to radial flow. In Eq. 4-17, b is again the gap width, and r,ube is the radius of the
central flow source channel, in this case corresponding to the inner radius of the copper
tube shown in Fig. 4-3. The total "measured" volume averaged velocity then becomes:
jIq = 4q +T = q,  1+ -+ r (4-18)
k, r...O j 2xb
If this equation is back-substituted into Eq. 4-7, the effective theoretical relations for the
data set intercepts and slopes are changed to:
1 r,,l A (ur - r)J, 1+ b
-, In .'1+and F +Kr(rj r9a (2inb)ro.,ranjK r re7
respectively, which for large b/r,,, should in fact vary proportionately with gap width as
the data in Fig 4-7 and 4-8 show. If at large b we thus divide the slopes and intercepts by
the factor1 + (b/ru)2, we do obtain constant values of radial permeability and inertial
coefficient as anticipated. This argument provides a convenient (though still approximate)
method of determining the actual values of Kr and J,, for we can conclude that as the
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factor b/r , approaches zero, the radial flow emanating from each sample is more "true."
Unfortunately, pushing b/r , towards zero raises the question of whether the exposed
flow area represents a suitable REA. Even more foreboding, however, was the fact that
measurements of pressure drop and flow for the samples at values of b much less than 2
mm, at which b/r, a 0.5, became too sensitive to instrumentation and random errors to
be reliable. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate K, and J, via careful extrapolation of
the intercept and slope curves in the limit as b - 0, which we must assume will yield
suitable approximations to the actual asymptotic values. To do this, the flow data had to
be replotted with po0 o/bg as the dependent variable in order to eliminate b from the
denominator of the slope relation. Using this approach, the estimated values of radial
permeability and inertial coefficient, accurate to within 20%, were calculated and are listed
in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4: Estimated radial hydraulic properties of the test samples, including the styrofoam
control.
Radial Permeability, K, [cm2] Radial Inertial Coefficient, J,
Commercial Styrofoam - 3.033 x 10-7  - 0.4798
Sample 1 - 1.512 x 10-s  - 0.0326
Sample 2 - 2.436 x 10-5  -0.0182
Sample 3 - 4.953 x 10-5  - 0.0110
4.3.3 Observations
The experimental results show convincingly that the porous medium characterization of
fluid transport applies to the MIT 92-1 cable-in-conduit conductor in the range of
porosities, or void fractions, of interest. The experimental trends match the predictions of
the modified Darcy equation, Eq. 4-1., and the values of permeability constant and inertial
coefficient obtained are used as key parameters in a friction factor correlation for axial
flow that agrees well with the data. It is difficult to determine conclusively, however,
whether the various twist pitches in the cable do introduce heterogeneities into the overall
radial properties of the medium. Although the measured trends in K, and J, parallel those
observed in a known isotropic, homogeneous, porous styrofoam sample, trends
explainable by the axial velocity component in the otherwise radial flow system, there is
yet room for further interpretation of the data. Thus it would seem to be a worthy
endeavor to design a more precise radial flow apparatus for future measurements.
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The estimated values of radial permeability and inertial coefficient do provide, however, a
reasonable characterization of the local transverse flow behavior, in which the long twist
pitches play no role. Because of its local nature, it is this behavior that is of most interest
in constructing a model for the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient.
One key result that follows from this argument in conjunction with the axial test
measurements is that despite the apparent geometric anisotropy of the cable bundle
medium, its hydraulic properties are nevertheless largely isotropic. Though the exactness
of this isotropy is indeterminable due to the imprecise method of calculating the radial
values, it is significant to establish that the resistance to flow in three dimensions within
the cable space is everywhere largely uniform. Implicit in this statement is that for an
isotropic permeability constant, the characteristic pore size is the same, and for an
isotropic inertial coefficient, the characteristic pore shape is the same regardless of the
direction in which the fluid is moving. Given this base assessment, it is possible to
speculate on the potential transverse flow effects of a CICC sub-cable foil wrapping,
whose nominal 60 to 80% coverage is likely to scale the radial permeability (as the foil
wrapping represents a medium inhomogeneity that clearly influences the on-average
characteristic pore size) and thus further constrict the full range of Reynolds number
flows.
4.4 Comparison with Similar CICC Cable Bundles
Ultimately, the strength of the porous medium modeling approach to CICC fluid flow
goes only so far as it can be shown to apply in full to other, similar cable bundles. Thus in
order to demonstrate the general applicability of the porous medium characterization, data
from six different CICCs was collected and analyzed. As this data exists principally in the
form of plots showing friction factor as a function of Reynolds number, Eq. 4-14, the
incompressible flow friction factor correlation, became a key tool in the analysis. In
accord with Eq. 4-14, Figure 4-9a through 4-9f shows plots of friction factor versus
inverse Reynolds number, Re-'. In presenting the data in this fashion, we can observe
whether the trends follow the straight lines as predicted by Eq. 4-14. Using this same
correlation, a best fit line helps to derive the axial permeability and inertial coefficient
constants for these cables, as listed in Table 4-5.
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Figure 4-9: Friction factor vs. inverse Reynolds number data for the a) ORNL Conductor AIRCO
5, b) ORNL Conductor AIRCO 7, c) Westinghouse, d) NET, e) Hitachi 1, and f) Hitachi 2
conductors. The solid lines represent best fit regressions of the data, from which axial
permeability and inertial coefficient information is derived.
The trends show that for nearly all six conductor cables, the porous medium
characterization would yield a good representation of the hydraulic behavior of the
medium. As shown in Table 4-5, the standard correlation coefficients for the linear fits all
tend towards one with the exception of the Hitachi conductor number 2. However, we
also note from the table that the Hitachi conductors feature the fewest number of strands
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at 36. Ultimately, we can expect that the porous medium characterization of fluid
transport in CICCs will break down as the number of strands tends toward one, as in this
limiting case the fluid boundary layers extend beyond the micro-scale into the local scale.
Thus with the lack of a definable REA, the so-called porous medium can no longer be
treated as a continuum.
Table 4-5: Derived hydraulic properties of the cable bundle of six different similar CICC
conductors.
Void No. Hydraulic Axial Axial Inertial Standard
Fraction Strands Diameter, Permeability, Coefficient, Correlation
dh [cm] Kx [cm 2]  J2  Coefficient
a) AIRCO 5 47% 189 0.07455 7.849 x 10-5 0.0280 0.9867
b) AIRCO 7 35% 189 0.04315 2.269 x 10-5  0.0615 0.9943
c) Westinghouse 40.5% 586 0.05927 4.879 x 10-5  0.0360 0.9976
d) NET 47.2% 588 0.083 8.559 x 10-5 0.0233 0.9943
e) Hitachi 1 39.9% 36 0.062 2.336 x 10-5  0.0489 0.9849
LQ Hitachi 2 46.6% 36 0.08041 8.111 x 10.5  0.0402 0.7823
Overall, two principal advantages of the porous medium characterization of cable-in-
conduit conductors stand out. For one, the cable bundle hydraulic properties can be
determined independent of the Reynolds number, as both Ki and Ji are by definition
geometric constants of the medium itself, and not functions of the infusing fluid.. This
conclusion has a very significant consequence: supercritical helium need not be used to
achieve the high Reynolds number range necessary for an accurate assessment of the
friction factor at operable flow rates. Instead, the permeability and inertial coefficient
constants can be determined with nearly any fluid in any convenient Reynolds number
range, so long as the minimum value lies outside of the pure Darcy flow regime (Re > Yo).
This fact is made evident in comparing the values of Kx and J, derived in this study (Table
4-3) with those calculated from the friction factor information available for the six
different CICC tests performed with supercritical helium (Table 4-5). The values of Kx all
fall within a range from 1 to about 8 x 10-5 cm2, and those of J. from 0.01 to 0.06, where
the permeability tends to increase with increasing void, and the inertial coefficient tends to
decrease. Thus the elimination of supercritical helium from the testing of the CICC cable
bundle hydraulic properties represents a substantial simplification of the measurement
process, as well as a significant reduction in the time and costs involved.
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The second advantage of the porous medium characterization lies with its three-
dimensional versatility. Equation 4-1 relates the local pore flow velocity to the presiding
pressure gradient along any principal direction of the cable bundle medium-- specifically
the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions. Incorporation of this equation into models of
CICC momentum transport allows for flow field variability within the cable space,
representing an obvious improvement to the one-dimensional slug flow approximations.
Ultimately, as in the slug flow model, global flow rates within the cable space can be
determined simply by integrating the velocity distribution over a designated surface.
Furthermore, beyond assessing the bulk transport, the ability to characterize local fluid
flow behavior at any given location within the CICC cable space provides a well-grounded
approach to comprehending the transverse heat transfer. The values of K and J
experimentally derived here will be incorporated into the general model for U in a later
chapter.
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Chapter V
Experimental Measurements of Heat Transfer and
Pressure Drop in a Tube Lined with a Coiled Wire
Spring
An important component of the transverse heat transfer in a CICC with central hole is the
forced convection wall heat transfer coefficient. This coefficient regulates the flow of
energy across a potential specified by the local bulk stream temperature of the fluid in the
hole region and the temperature of the annular cable bundle exactly at its inner perimeter.
As long as there exists a high velocity flow in the central channel, regardless of the
intensity of the fluid mixing across the annulus-hole interface, this particular boundary
layer-type heat transfer mechanism will make a significant contribution to the overall heat
transfer of the conductor system.
It is doubtless that the coiled wire spring insert present in the ITER design cable-in-
conduit conductors has a big impact on the thermohydraulic character of the central hole
flow. Evidence in support of this claim was provided in section 3.4 by showing relevant
data obtained by two different investigators using coils similar to those used in the CICCs.
However, firm facts regarding the effects of the actual coiled wire spring inserts are
lacking; for example, the choice of N = 2 in the equation f,,= fo• = N 40.046-Re-2
(Eq. 3-51) is apparently arbitrary as no data has been produced to support either this
factor nor the correlation itself. As it is clear from the model presented in Chapter III that
the central channel wall heat transfer coefficient hk,,o and friction factor f,,i, are two of
many critical factors governing the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient U, an
experimental investigation designed to identify these parameters as a function of flow
conditions as well as coil geometry is warranted.
The experiment ultimately devised entailed the measurement of several variables including
temperature, pressure drop, and flow rate using water forced through a tube lined by
various configurations of ITER-type coiled wire springs. The main goals of the
experiment were interrelated and achieved simultaneously: to provide a general
characterization of the thermohydraulic nature of the central hole channel as influenced by
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the coiled wire spring, and to identify a specific set of empirical hole channel parameters
needed to provide closure for the model for U.
5.1 Experimental Setup
There were three principal phases of the experimental process: the design and
construction of a closed-loop water flow system, the fabrication of the test samples, and
the actual acquisition of the data. The choice of room temperature water as the working
fluid was compelling, for while the correspondence between results obtained with water
and their application to supercritical helium is clear and direct (see Appendix C), the
advantages afforded by water in terms of availability, cost, and ease of use were
overwhelming. The test samples themselves consisted of a stainless steel tube into which a
segment of an ITER-type coiled wire spring was fit. Selection of the tube was made
difficult due to the need to have an internal diameter that provided a snug fit for the coiled
wire spring while limiting our choices to those which were commercially available so as to
minimize material costs. At the same time, a small tube thickness was desired in order to
keep the electrical resistivity high for heating purposes (see Section 5.1.3). And lastly, the
acquisition of data required the integration of a variety of different measurement types,
including temperature, voltage, and pressure measurements, into a system capable of
intelligent data processing in real time. As only steady-state values of temperature and
pressure were desired in this experiment, it was critical to design the data acquisition
system to provide the feedback necessary to filter out transient data components.
The overall test apparatus is illustrated pictorially in Figures 5-la and 5-1b, and
schematically in Figure 5-1c. The main elements of the apparatus are the water flow
circuit, the coil sample and tube housing, a DC power supply to provide a constant
uniform heat flux for the heat transfer measurements, and the data acquisition system (not
shown). Details of each key component in the apparatus are given below.
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Figure 5-1: Pictoral and schematic illustration of the heat transfer and pressure drop
experimental apparatus.
5.1.1 Preparation of the Coil Samples
The spring samples were all made out of 12.3 mm OD Incoloy-alloy spring, manufactured
by Hardware Products Company. The wire diameter of the spring was 1.55 mm. The
samples were differentiated from one another by varying the pitch length of the coil, which
was accomplished by manually stretching segments of the spring until they were plastically
deformed to various degrees. Sections of uniform pitch (gauged by eye) were then cut
from these segments and the actual average pitch lengths carefully measured. Based on
these measurements, the spring sample aspect ratios were calculated. Recall from section
3.42 that A is defined according to:
A = Spacing (5-1)
Net Diameter
where the spacing and diameter are defined in the illustration of Figure 5-2, a virtual
repeat of Fig. 3-10.
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Wire Spring
Figure 5-2: Schematic illustration of experimental sample coiled wire spring, showing relevant
geometric parameters.
As a final step, the spring samples were thoroughly coated with an acrylic spray in order
to electrically insulate the metal from the tube housing. Final specifications of the spring
samples are given in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Dimensional specifications of the coiled wire spring samples.
Coil Pitch (mm) Spacing (mm) % Surface Transparency, a Aspect Ratio
A 3.304 1.754 0.535 0.159
B 4.796 3.246 0.683 0.295
C 8.788 7.238 0.833 0.657
D 12.125 10.575 0.885 0.959
Ultimately, the coiled wire spring housing chosen was a stainless steel 304 %Y" OD by
0.065" thick tube (an industry standard). The resultant 12.573 mm internal diameter
provided a reasonably tight fit for all of the coil specimens, such that vibration of the
coiled wire springs within the tube during testing was undetectable. To better secure the
springs within the tube, the ends were coated with a fast-drying epoxy compound. The
final specifications for the complete tube samples are listed in the illustration of Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Schematic of a coiled wire spring sample fitted inside the stainless steel tube
housing.
As shown in the figure, taps were installed for use in measuring pressure drop across the
tube. These taps were created by drilling small holes in the tube at the prescribed
locations and brazing Y4" diameter stainless steel nipples in place. The inlet tap was
installed 15 cm downstream of the inlet in order to bypass the entry length associated with
hydrodynamic flow development, although it was estimated that at most half this distance
was actually required due to the highly turbulated nature of the flow, as caused by the
coiled wire spring. The outlet tap was placed a few centimeters from the tube end in order
to leave room for the installation of necessary connection fittings. In addition, three
segments of thermocouple wire were secured to the sample to record tube wall
temperature measurements. The locations chosen for the thermocouple junctions were
based on an estimated entry length associated with thermodynamic flow development
when a uniform heat flux was imposed on the tube.
5.1.2 Closed Loop Water Flow
As illustrated in Fig. 5-1, the principal features of the closed-loop water flow system were
a pair of storage tanks, a pump, a flow control needle valve and pressure relief line
combination, and lastly a set of ball valves strategically placed so that water could be
transferred back-and-forth between the tanks. The need for a discharge tank in addition to
a supply tank arose due to the lack of a heat exchanger available to cool water heated in
the test sample back down to room temperature. The tanks themselves were constructed
of translucent polyethylene and provided 220 gallons each of storage capacity. To better
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distribute the floor load imposed by the water weight, the tanks were set upon one-ton
capacity pallets.
A 3 HP, fourteen stage, impeller-type booster pump was used to energize the flow. The
pump had a maximum rating of 185 psi at 15 gpm. Because the pump motor was of the
fixed-speed type, pressure relief was provided by an appropriate relief valve adjustable
within a 100 to 300 psi range. A pressure gage located at the relief line branch helped to
make the appropriate setting. Flow rate imposed on the test sample was controlled using
a 0 to 25 gpm high sensitivity needle valve.
The ball valves and most of the system piping consisted of 1 Y2" schedule 40 PVC.
Whatever necessary metallic fittings that were used in the system were either constructed
of brass or galvanized steel treated with acrylic to inhibit rusting. The complete flow
system was cleaned and the water filtered before use in the experiment.
5.1.3 Impedance Heating
To provide the wall heat flux necessary to measure the coiled wire spring turbulated heat
transfer coefficient, a DC current was run through the stainless steel tube which housed
the samples. The current was provided by a 300 Amp Hewlett-Packard power supply
rated for a maximum of 10 V. The power supply leads were connected to the tube via
copper blocks bolted tightly to the tube ends. The blocks were machined to fit the lead
clamps and thus provide immediate optimum current distribution in the tube so to insure a
uniform heat flux at the inner wall.
As noted above, the tube was electrically insulated from the Incoloy spring samples since
the samples were coated with acrylic. Insulation against electrical noise was also provided
between the tube and the thermocouple junctions by laying down pieces of "ultra-thin"
Kapton tape. The tube was electrically isolated from the transducer used to measure
pressure drop across the spring samples by using nylon Swagelok@ fittings at the taps. In
addition, the tube was isolated from the rest of the flow system by using interconnection
fittings fabricated from G10 polymer. Overall, thermal insulation against ambient
temperatures was provided by covering heated sections of the tube and all neighboring
fittings with standard home-use foam pipe covers.
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Current input into the tube was monitored through voltage measurements across a pre-
calibrated shunt resistor located on the power supply. The voltage readings were wired
directly to the data acquisition system. Heat input into the tube was calculated using a
nominal value of its electrical resistance. The measured value of 10.13 mQ per meter
differed negligibly from the anticipated theoretical value of 10.03 mt per meter, which
confirmed that the tube was in fact properly isolated from the coiled wire spring and other
system components as desired.
5.1.4 Pressure and Flow Measurements
Two pressure readings in the system measured pressure drop across a prescribed length of
the spring sample in the tube housing and across the throat area of a venturi tube, which
was in turn used to gage water flow rate. The same two Validyne Corporation DP10
differential pressure transducers powered by a compatible Validyne CD280 demodulator
used in the earlier experiment were used here as well. The 0-10 V output signal was
wired directly to the data acquisition system.
Ultimately, two different Fox Valve Development Corporation venturi tubes were used
sequentially to measure flow ranging between approximately 0.5 and 20 gpm. In turn this
flow range was designed to cover a Reynolds number range (Re defined with dt, as the
characteristic length) between 103 and 10s, which is the anticipated range corresponding
to actual CICC operating conditions. The venturis were calibrated for a maximum
pressure drop of only 5 psi, which, while minimizing the load on the pump, made precise
flow measurements difficult to obtain. A third venturi tube covering a range between 0.1
and 0.5 gpm was available, but pressure drops across the spring samples were so low at
these flow rates that the results were dominated by random noise and thus rendered
useless.
5.1.5 Temperature Measurements
In all, five different temperature measurements were recorded. Two bulk stream
measurements of the water temperature were made at the sample inlet and outlet using
special Flow-Thru@ Thermocouples manufactured by NANMAC Corp. Essentially, the
Flow-Thru consisted of a stainless steel fitting into which a thermocouple probe was
inserted and welded in place at a fixed, specified depth. This design rejected errors in the
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bulk temperature measurements by bypassing temperature gradients caused by fluid
boundary layers.
In order to measure wall temperature, three 10" pieces of thermocouple wire were
attached to the tube using Kapton tape both as a securing agent and an electrical
insulation. As measurements of temperature were steady-state, the Kapton had no bearing
on the obtained temperature results. The thermocouple junctions were created by spot-
welding the wire metals together, and links to the data acquisition system were made
through appropriate connectors and extension wire. All five thermocouples were of the
K-type (Chromel-Alumel) calibration.
The thermocouple extension wire was fed into a Hewlett-Packard 3852A Control Unit
equipped with a 24 channel high-speed multiplexer with internal electronic cold junction
compensation (Hewlett-Packard module 44713A). The control unit, in turn, was linked
via an IEEE connector directly to the data acquisition computer.
5.1.6 Data Acquisition
Flow, Ap, and power supply current measurements were wired to a Syminex
programmable gain amplifier, where the signals were boosted to cover a 0 to +10 V range
and filtered for high frequency noise. These treated signals, along with the temperature
measurements provided by the Hewlett-Packard multiplexer, were then fed into a
Macintosh Quadra 950, where the measurements were viewed, processed, and stored to
disk using a programmed application interface based on the LabView 3.1 virtual
instrument platform.
Four data runs per spring sample were completed, using the two different calibration
venturi tubes to achieve a broader flow range under conditions of fixed and zero wall heat
flux. A test run was also performed on the open tube using no coiled wire spring insert in
order to compare derived data with substantiated theory and thereby validate subsequent
experimental results.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Coiled Wire Spring Nusselt Number
Measurements of forced convection uniform wall heat flux heat transfer coefficient versus
flow rate were collected for the four coiled wire spring samples in a range of Reynolds
numbers between 103 and 105, where Re is defined relative to the tube inner diameter,
corresponding to the spring outer diameter. This Reynolds number range is consistent
with that which is expected in the true ITER-type CICC under typical operating
conditions. The heat transfer coefficient is defined explicitly according to:
coil (5-2)
where " - 12RM (5-3)
Pb
in which I is the supply current, R,,ub is the per unit length electrical impedance of the tube
(Om '1I, and Ptube is the inner perimeter of the tube, equal to r•dube,.
The local bulk stream temperature of the fluid at a given position Ax downstream from the
leading edge of the heated length is interpolated from an energy balance, in which it is
assumed that at steady-state all of the energy dissipated in the tube wall is passed into the
flow:
T,, = IRf" Ax + T,,lt  (5-4)Phe 
x
where ri is the water mass flow rate and c, is the water's specific heat at constant
pressure.
Since temperature measurements of the stainless steel tube occur on the outside perimeter,
and we are interested in the inside wall temperature for purposes of applying Eq. 5-2, T,,,
must also be interpolated:
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Tw.n = I4K,1R 1-_ +21n r'" + T, ,, (5-4)41c , r j ro_ ro.,
where ro., and ri, correspond to the outer and inner radii of the tube, respectively, and
K. 3I represents the thermal conductivity of stainless steel 304.
Ultimately, the dimensionless Nusselt number is calculated from the derived heat transfer
coefficient according to:
Nucoil = koh0 dl* (5-5)
IC
As a test case intended to verify the experimental setup, measurement acquisition, and
data processing procedure, Nusselt number data was collected for the open tube, that is,
without any coiled wire spring insert. The results were expected to corroborate the
Dittus-Boelter equation, which is the standard turbulent flow smooth-tube relation for
mid-range Prandtl number fluids:
Nu,,.o = 0.023. ReO.s . Pr0.4 (5-6)
Figure 5-4 is a plot of Nu/Pr0.4 comparing obtained open tube data with Eq. 5-6.
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Figure 5-4: Comparison plot of open tube Nusselt number data with the standard smooth-tube
turbulent flow relation given by Eq. 5-6.
As is evident in the figure, the obtained data shows excellent agreement with theory.
Figure 5-5 provides a plot of NulPr0.4 vs. Re for the four coiled wire spring samples.
Equation 5-6 is again plotted (solid line) for reference. Note that the spring aspect ratios
from Table 5-1 are listed in the key.
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Figure 5-5: Plot of heat transfer data for the four spring samples. Note that the heat transfer is
optimized for the coils with aspect ratios with A > 0.3
If we assume that the data can be accurately correlated by a relation of the form:
Nucoi = A .0.023. Reo.s . Pr0.4  (5-7)
where A = Nuconl/Nu,,,,,, we can obtain a better feel for how the spring samples compare
to each other in terms of enhancing the heat transfer over that which is predicted by the
Dittus-Boelter Equation. Thus we observe a plot of A vs. Re, as shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Plot of heat transfer enhancement factor A as a function of Reynolds number and
coil geometry.
It is clear that the bulk of the data shows A between 2 and 4 for the various coils.
5.2.2 Coiled Wire Spring Friction Factor
In addition to heat transfer coefficient, measurements of pressure drop versus flow rate
were collected for the four coiled wire spring samples in a range of Reynolds numbers
between 10' and 105 , where again Re is defined relative to the tube inner diameter. This
pressure drop is used in the incompressible flow momentum equation to obtain the Darcy
friction factor (Eq. 4-13):
f = d,, Ap
-P ttb (5-9)
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where now Ie_, corresponds to the length of the tube between pressure taps, as illustrated
in Fig. 5-2.
As in the heat transfer measurement runs, a test case intended to validate the experimental
procedure as a whole was performed in which friction factor data was collected for the
open tube without any coiled wire spring insert. The results were expected to corroborate
with the Blasius equation, which is a standard turbulent flow smooth-tube relation:
f,,, = 0.3164.Re- '.7 (5-10)
The data obtained for the open tube is compared with Eq. 5-10 in Figure 5-7. Also shown
in Fig. 5-7 is the currently accepted hole region CICC correlation1 (Eq. 3-51), which as
stated in Chapter III is given by:
fho, = N. 4.0.046. Re-0.2 (5-11)
where N is taken equal to 2.
I Based on the latest ITER design specifications, Sept. 1994.
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Figure 5-7: Comparison plot of open tube friction factor data with the standard smooth-tube
turbulent flow relation given by the Blasius Equation (Eq. 5-10).
The figure clearly shows good agreement between theory and obtained data. At Reynolds
numbers near 3x103 the transition region from laminar to turbulent flow is evident as well.
Ultimately, friction factor data for the four coiled wire spring samples was obtained, and is
shown in Figure 5-8. The ITER correlation (Eq. 5-11) with N = 2 is again plotted (solid
line) for reference. Note that the spring aspect ratios from Table 5-1 are listed in the key
here as well.
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Figure 5-8: Plot of friction factor data for the four spring samples. Note that the pressure drop
across the coil is maximized for 0.16 < A < 0.66.
Unlike for the Nusselt number data, correlation of the coiled wire spring insert friction
factor data is difficult since the trends for the more highly resistive springs tend to flatten
out at different transitional Reynolds numbers. This pattern is typical for flow through
channels with roughened walls. As a rough estimate correlation for the mid-range
Reynolds number data, however, we may follow the example set for the Nusselt number
and seek to apply a function of the form given by Eq. 5-11. Thus to best match Eq. 5-11
to the data we must determine the value of N different from two that yields reasonable
agreement with experimental results. To do this, we plot the data normalized against the
corresponding values of friction factor as predicted by the ITER correlation with N = 2,
and subsequently determine the appropriate average scaling factor. Figure 5-9 is a graph
of these ratios.
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Figure 5-9: Plot of coiled wire spring friction factor normalized against the ITER correlation with
N= 2 as a function of Reynolds number.
The normalized data shown in Fig. 5-9 yield the astounding result that the friction factor
corresponding to the true ITER-type coiled wire spring (Sample A) as measured
empirically is actually 10 to 15 times larger than that which is predicted by the standard
relation using N = 2. Recall from Fig. 3-9 that this is significantly higher than even the 5
to 7 range predicted by Sams [36], but the trends are nonetheless consistent.
5.3 Coil Design Optimization
It remains to determine whether any qualitative results can be derived from the Nusselt
number and friction factor data with respect to variations in the spring sample geometries.
Figures 5-10a and 5-10b provide plots of Nusselt number enhancement factor A and
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friction factor scaling factor N/2 versus aspect ratio (Eq. 5-1) for each of the coil samples
from Sams' experiment and our experiment, respectively.
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Figure 5-10: Combination plots of Nusselt number enhancement factor and friction factor scaling
factor as a function of coiled wire spring aspect ratio, defined in Eq. 5-1. The top plot shows data
derived by Sams, and the bottom plot data derived in this experiment.
As predicted by the optimization theory described in Section 3.4.2, Figure 10 clearly
shows that the heat transfer and friction factor does in fact reach peak values determined
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at least in part by the coiled wire spring aspect ratio. In the lower and upper limits as A
approaches 0 and oo respectively, smooth-walled channel conditions are approached.
However, at some nominal value or range of values of aspect ratio, the flow is most
turbulated and heat and momentum transport is optimized. It is apparent in both Fig. 10a
and 10b that the range of values of A corresponding to optimal heat transfer differs
slightly from those corresponding to maximized friction factor. Since during ideal
conditions of actual ITER conductor operation heat transfer is to be maximized while
friction factor minimized, we can take advantage of this fact in choosing a design for the
coiled wire spring. As is apparent in Fig. 10b showing actual ITER spring data, aspect
ratios in excess of 0.5 yield these ideal conditions.
For reference, Table 5-2 lists the specific values of A and N/2 derived for each of the
experimental coiled wire spring samples.
Table 5-2: Final empirical scaling factors for the coiled wire spring samples.
Coil Aspect Ratio A N/2
A (ITER spec.) 0.159 2.48 10.99
B 0.295 2.97 18.85
C 0.657 3.06 8.91
D 0.959 3.00 6.60
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Chapter VI
Model Integration
Having derived a set of empirical parameters that bring closure to the proposed model for
overall transverse heat transfer coefficient, we are prepared to predict its values under
various scenarios of interest. Specifically, it remains to examine the functional dependence
of U at supercritical helium conditions in order that the general heat transport performance
of a CICC with central cooling hole can be established. For purposes of this analysis, we
return to the MIT 92-1 CICC used in Chapter IV to determine values of the cable bundle
permeability and inertial coefficient constants. As a conductor whose geometric
parameters are typical of ITER-type CICCs, the values of U derived for this conductor
can be assumed to be typical as well and used as a general reference for future designs.
6.1 Conductor Hydraulic Performance
The modified Darcy equation (Eq. 4-1) yields a precise relationship with which the
transport of fluid in the annular cable space can be predicted. In fact, as the cable bundle
meets all the criteria needed to establish it as a saturated porous medium, Eq. 4-1 can be
applied to determine flow in all three dimensions. In determining the bulk, steady-state
transport of fluid through the cable, however, only the axial component of flow is of
interest. With even moderately careful measurements of the bundle permeability tensor K
and inertial coefficient vector J, the net axial flow rate can be established with far more
accuracy than with the accepted standard ITER correlation.
To examine the cable bundle flow characteristics, the annulus supercritical helium mass
flow rate thA, is predicted by Eq 4-1 and plotted in Figure 6-1 as a function of average
pressure gradient Ap/Ax. The pressure gradient is chosen as the independent variable
since it is applied externally by the CICC coolant pumping system. Moreover, as the
annulus and hole circuits are in parallel, the pressure gradient affects both independently,
and thus the division of total flow rate between the two regions can be easily observed.
Note that supercritical helium properties are taken as constant at 5 K and 5 bar.
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Figure 6-1: Graph of annular cable bundle supercritical helium mass flow rate as a function of
average axial gressure gradient for the three sample CICCs. Recall that Sample 1 has Kx =
1.214 x 10-5 cm , Jx = 0.0326; Sample 2 has K = 2.096 x 10-5 cm2,Jx = 0.0169; Sample 3 has
Kx= 3.150 x 10 cm2, Jx= 0.0117.
The mass flow rate in the hole circuit is easily calculated by relating the experimental
friction factor data provided in Chapter V to the pressure gradient. By definition,
- dho, AP N 24 0.046. -0.
Spu 2 Ax 2 2 046Rehoul
(L. 4.0.046)i- (6-1)
Using this definition the mass flow rate in the hole region rhi 8, is plotted in Figure 6-2
against average pressure gradient for each of the four coiled wire spring samples. Note
that spring Sample A corresponds to the current ITER design.
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Figure 6-2: Graph of hole region supercritical helium mass flow rate as a function of average
axial pressure gradient using the four coiled wire spring samples.
Note by comparing Figs. 6-1 and 6-2 that the total conductor mass flow rate (assumed
equal to rth,: = rha + rt,,,,) appears to be more sensitive to changes in the void spacing of
the annular cable bundle than to aspect ratio changes in the coiled wire spring. In fact,
contrary to prior assumption, the central hole circuit may actually have a higher hydraulic
resistance than the annulus circuit, as in this case with the MIT 92-1 conductor. For
example, at a typical ITER-type pressure gradient of 3 bar/kin, the flow rate in the hole is
only about 3 g/s of supercritical helium whereas the annulus region supports between 5
and 15 g/s. This result has a profound impact on the sizing requirements of the hole
channel, for if we assume that the N/2 scaling factors are constant for each spring, Eq. 6-1
shows that the hole region mass flow rate is directly proportional to the diameter raised to
the Y3 power. Thus to make the hole channel hydraulically beneficial, dho,, must be chosen
such that the mass flux, rh/A, is at least as high in the hole as in the annulus.
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6.2 Conductor Transverse Heat Transfer Performance
Recall from Chapter III the definition of U:
1 1 [W
U= 1+1 2(3-55)
Rmx Rea N, m2KJ
where
1 1
R . = -- = (3-56)
h,, pc,4,a
and
di, 1Rc.,ol = (3-57)
," Acoi hkoil
In turn, R,.ni is principally dependent on the coiled wire spring surface transparency, y,
which is strictly a function of the spring pitch and wire size (see Table 5-1), and the fluid
turbulence intensity at the annulus-hole interface, 4,, which is a measure of the kinetic
speed with which fluid energy packets are exchanged between the two regions. Explicitly,
4~ is defined by Eq. 3-48:
= kpo cosh(2kp,Rh)- cos(2kp,h) 2
q= pi2(a +Wo2)'(a2 +0)1 cosh(2kPRh)+ cos(2k3i,,h) (3-48)
where e is the cable bundle porosity or void fraction, and the definitions for a, 0, k, co and
h as functions of Kx, Jx, KY, J, (i.e., K,, J,) and other easily identified geometric parameters
are given in Section 3.3. Note that po, the amplitude of turbulent pressure perturbations
imposed by the hole region flow on the porous annular cable bundle, is a unique function
of the hole friction factor.
On the other hand, the heat transfer induced by the flux of energy from the annulus inner
perimeter through the fluid boundary layers into the bulk stream is much easier to
recognize. Rcoil is simply found from the coiled wire spring Nusselt number, which Eq. 5-
7 gives as:
Nuc = A-0.023-Re Pr0.4 (5-7)N4.il    0  - 0,,g 
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where Reh,,t is the hole region Reynolds number defined with respect to d,,te, and A is the
average enhancement factor derived for each spring sample and listed in Table 5-2. Note
that for supercritical helium, to predict enclosed forced-flow turbulent heat transfer the
Dittus-Boelter-Giarrantano [16] correlation is used. This correlation is actually just the
Dittus-Boelter equation with an adjusted leading constant of 0.0259 instead of 0.023, and
a trailing parameter (Tl/T)-0.716 that accounts for supercritical helium property variations
through the fluid boundary layer. Accordingly, as applied to supercritical helium, we may
rewrite Eq. 5-7 to emulate Giarrantano's adjustments:
e.0.9 .PrOA Tax I -0.716
Nuc.i = A -0.0259- Re .Pr T h •" (o)6(6-2)
Given these relations, and the empirical parameters K, J, A, and N/2, the overall
transverse heat transfer coefficient may be easily calculated. Since A does not vary greatly
for the coiled wire spring samples, the computed results presented below all correspond to
the sample A spring design, which is an actual ITER-type conductor design.
Figures 6-3a through 6-3c provide graphs of U showing the breakdown between its
mixing and wall convective components as a function of average pressure gradient Ap/Ax
for each of the three CICC samples tested in Chapter IV. The flow rates corresponding to
the pressure gradients can be found in Figs. 6-1 and 6-2 for the annulus and hole circuits,
respectively.
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Figure 6-3: Graphs of overall transverse heat transfer coefficient showing mixing (Ume) and wall
convective (Uco#) components as a function of average axial pressure gradient for each of the
three different void CICC samples.
It is evident from Fig. 6-3 that even with a high friction, high heat transfer enhancement
coiled wire spring such as the ITER design coil, sample A, both characteristics of which
serve to boost the value of U, the mixing component of the heat transfer always
dominates. It is worthwhile, then, to consider what limiting properties of the conductor
geometry have the biggest influence on U in order that the effects of design perturbations
can be estimated.
6.2.1 Transverse Permeability Effects on Mixing
In examining the bulk mixing component of U, we must divert our attention to Eq. 3-48
which defines the functional dependence of ~,. The parameters k, (o, and h are derived
strictly from external geometric properties of the conductor, meaning that they are
functions of the global conductor dimensions, which do not tend to vary greatly. Equation
3-48 shows that c, varies directly with the cable bundle porosity, E, but as Fig. 6-3 shows,
this effect is not significant within the design range of interest to ITER CICCs (0.25 .c <
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0.45). The only remaining parameters are the permeability tensor K and inertial
coefficient vector J, which are intrinsic properties of the annular cable bundle alone and
enter into the a and 03 variables of Eq. 3-48. It is apparent from an examination of other,
similar conductor cables (refer to Table 4-5) that the axial components of these properties
do not vary greatly from design to design. However, the transverse (i.e., radial) properties
may present a different issue.
In Chapter IV it was deduced that the MIT 92-1 cable bundle properties were largely
homogeneous despite geometric anisotropies. Unlike those of many other ITER-type
conductors, however, this particular cable bundle does not contain a sub-cable foil
wrapping, which has the obvious affect of decreasing the thermohydraulic interaction
between sections of cable within the annulus. Presumably, the addition of an
inhomogeneity such as a sub-cable foil wrapping has the primary affect of decreasing the
transverse permeability, Kr, with minimal impact on the transverse inertial coefficient. The
reasoning behind this follows from the fact that the wrapping tends to influence the
average pore size and not the pore shape. Thus to observe the impact of decreasing K, on
the relative contribution of U ,, to U overall, a graph of U,,,/ U o, versus K, is provided at
a typical Ap/Ax = 3 bar/km for several points in Figure 6-4. The void is assumed constant
at e = 0.3801, corresponding to the sample 2 CICC.
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Figure 6-4: Ratio of mixing heat transfer Ui x to wall convective heat transfer UL as a function
of transverse permeability. The graph shown corresponds to the sample 2 CICC with e = 0.3801
at Ap/Ax = 3 bar/km.
The graph in the figure clearly shows that the mixing contribution is significant relative to
the wall convective heat transfer for all K, no less than about 10-8 cm2, corresponding to
less than Y000 of the actual measured value. Recall for reference that the measured
permeability of a commercial styrofoam is about 10- cm2 (see Section 4.3.2). This result
allows us to conclude that the addition of a sub-cable foil wrapping is not likely to have a
relevant impact on the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient unless the flow blockage
presented by the wrapping causes the average radial permeability to fall below this value.
6.2.3 Evaluation of NTU Parameter 31
Now that the functional dependence of U has been identified, we can evaluate the
dimensionless NTU parameter rl which has been shown to dominate the global heat
transport behavior of a CICC with central hole in Chapter II. Recalling the definition:
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Hence if we take supercritical helium properties at 5 K and 5 bar and plot lT/L versus
average Ap/Ax, we provide a tool with which we can effectively determine the heat
transport behavior of any length CICC with central hole. Such a plot is provided in Figure
6-5.
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Figure 6-5: Plot of dimensionless NTU parameter normalized against conductor length as a
function of average pressure gradient. Each line represents i/L as calculated using the
geometries of each of the three CICC samples tested.
Surprisingly, the figure shows that 1r is largely independent of flow rate, especially at the
higher pressure gradients. Therefore, within the applicable range of cable geometries,
Tr/L can be treated as a constant with an upper bound between 20 and 30. To estimate a
lower bound, we can eliminate the mixing contribution by stipulating K, to be very small,
as discussed in the previous Section. In this limit, the rl/L curves converge as U,,, goes
to zero since Ucoil is clearly independent of the cable bundle geometry. This lower bound
is also shown in Fig. 6-5, and gives ri/L as a constant near a value of 6.
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Thus with an ITER-type CICC with a typical hydraulic path length ranging between 500 m
and 1000 m, the estimated range for the NTU parameter is 3x10' < 71 < 3 x 104 . This
range suggests the existence of very near perfect heat transfer between the annulus and
hole regions.
6.3 The Annulus Blot Number
As a final step in the investigation of the transverse heat transfer in a CICC with central
cooling hole, we must return to the original analysis of the global conductor heat transport
and reexamine our initial assumptions. Of all the assumptions made in the simplification of
the governing transport equations in Chapter II, one in particular stands out for
reconsideration. Specifically, to reduce the mathematical system down to a pair of
coupled one-dimensional equations, we had to assume that the annulus Biot number was
much less than one:
S(V A) , UA, UK (d. - d'Z) Ud dBi = a-- =4- ,d i  - • -0 1 << 1 (2-10)
K K- P K P K'Id, 4K d,
Recall that a small annulus Biot number implies that the temperature within the annular
cable bundle is under all circumstances and at all times uniform throughout. In other
words, it suggests that heat transfer within the annulus region is negligibly perfect relative
to heat transfer across the inner surface into the hole region. Conversely, a Biot number
of order one implies that significant temperature gradients do exist within the annulus.
Furthermore, a large Biot number implies exactly the opposite to small Biot number:
namely, heat transfer across the inner surface into the hole region flow is negligibly perfect
relative to transverse heat transfer across the annulus region itself.
Now that a fairly solid understanding of the mechanisms of heat transfer that give rise to U
has been achieved, it is worthwhile to speculate what values of Bi we might expect, and
thereby determine whether the heat transport relations given in Chapter II can be
considered accurate. The reason that evaluation of Bi remains speculative is that the
annulus region composite thermal conductivity K" is largely unknown. In spite of this, we
may make use of the modeling techniques used to identify the functional dependence of U
in estimating K'. Breaking down the components of x':
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KC = ,cond + IcK ~ + (6-3)
where Kco,, is taken as the molecular conduction contribution, K1C•y the contribution due
to the production of eddies in the axial flow through the porous cable bundle, and Kc the
contribution due to hole region pressure perturbation mixing--- the same mechanism that
gives rise to U,,..
Further decomposing the conduction term:
K°. _= (1- E)K,, 5 (6-4)
where ca• is the material conductivity of the cable, and recall that E is the cable bundle
void. The parameter 4 is a scaling parameter between 0 and 1 accounting for the average
contact resistance between cable strands, estimated by Morgan [29] to be approximately
0.01 in circular multistage conductors. Note that the material thermal conductivity of the
supercritical helium fluid is taken as negligible.
The eddy thermal conductivity is much more difficult to assess, and is currently a topic of
ongoing investigation in the porous media research community. However, based on their
own analytical and experimental studies, Hunt and Tien [18] manage to propose a
relationship for ed,,y of the form:
Kled y = p Kq (6-5)
where y is a dimensionless number equal to 0.025. Based on this same relationship, we
may theorize a correlation for Ki,, to account for the same type of eddy diffusion in the
porous annular cable bundle. In the mixing case however, q, = 0 by virtue of the no net
radial pressure gradient criterion. Alternatively, we propose to use the average radial flow
turbulent intensity •, instead:
ekPo ( cosh(2kp,• [y+h])- cos(2kp,.-[y + h]) )dy (6-6)
q ph 2(ar + )(a2 +2) cosh(2kpRh) + cos(2koIh)
such that
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Ki, = pcPyx -c (6-7)
Making use of Eqs. 6-4 through 6-7, we may estimate the composite annulus thermal
conductivity. Figure 6-6 provides a graph of estimated K* versus average pressure
gradient for the three CICC samples used in the experiments. In each circumstance, the
contact resistance correction factor ý is taken at the intermediary value of 0.1, ten times
higher than that which is estimated by Morgan. Note that the curves for each sample are
almost completely flat, implying that contributions to the composite thermal conductivity
by components dependent on flow are almost entirely negligible. In other words, Kdedy
and Ki, are insignificant relative to conduction through the solid phase of the cable
bundle.
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Figure 6-6: Graph of estimated composite annulus thermal conductivity for each of the three
CICC samples tested. Note that the flatness of each curve suggests that K is largely
independent of eddy diffusion and pressure perturbation mixing in the porous cable bundle.
Based on this estimation of K', the annulus Biot number, Eq. 2-10, can be approximated
as a function of average pressure gradient. This relationship is illustrated graphically in
Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7: Graph of annulus Biot number based on predicted values of U and estimated
composite annulus thermal conductivity.
It is evident from Fig. 6-7 that the Biot number is always very large. Even if the contact
resistance scaling factor 4 was set at unity, implying perfect strand-to-strand thermal
contact, Bi would still be on the order of one.
Keeping in mind that this calculation of the Biot number is based on a very rough model of
composite annulus thermal conductivity, in which the role of transverse diffusion as a
result of turbulent eddies in the flow is estimated to be almost zero, the impact of large Bi
is significant. In the case of transient heating, the annular cable bundle serves as an
insulator to itself, thus preventing the conductor from taking advantage of the extra heat
capacity rate made available by the hole circuit flow. As a result of this insulation, heat
generated in the outer perimeter region of the cable bundle is trapped, resulting in higher
temperatures than predicted under the Bi << 1 assumption. Once this heat does eventually
pass into the hole flow, it is never fully redistributed back into the annulus. Instead, the
thermal energy is smeared along the inner perimeter of the cable bundle by the hole flow.
Without complete, uniform redistribution of this thermal energy among the annulus and
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hole heat capacitances, higher, localized temperatures result, and the subsequent transport
of heat downstream through the conductor becomes a fully two-dimensional problem.
In the case of steady or quasi-steady heating, in which the annulus-hole thermal time
constant is short compared to the characteristic time rate of energy input, or in the limiting
case with Bi near unity, the effect of non-negligible Biot number can be interpreted as
adding a lag to the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient. Analytically speaking, this
lag results in a cascaded scaling factor multiplying U. We can identify this factor by
seeking a solution to the two-dimensional energy equation of the annulus region in the
reference frame of the moving fluid:
a 12T + a = -- (6-8)
Dr2  r ar K
with the boundary conditions
LaT] ,o
arr= (6-9)
Ultimately we find:
TY(Bi,1) (6-10)
Thus we can clearly see two cases in which annulus temperature uniformity is achieved
and hence Tp = 1: either ri/r o must approach unity or Bi must approach zero. To observe
the actual functional dependence of I, plots of Eq. 6-10 versus average pressure gradient
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Ta(ro)- T=
are provided in Figure 6-8 for each of the tested CICC samples. At estimated ic under
true CICC operating conditions, T may range between 4 and 9.
Manipulating Eq. 6-10 we find:
(6-11)
and thus with 'P between 4 and 9 we can expect the AT across the annular cable bundle to
be approximately 3 to 8 times the AT across the annulus-hole interface, which can be
substantial when the heat source term is large. As a consequence, this actual scaled
temperature drop may result in errors in annulus peak temperature predictions up to a full
degree Kelvin or more during both quasi-steady and highly unsteady heating i if the Biot
number is erroneously assumed small, a difference that is very significant to the
stabilization of CICC operating conditions.
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Figure 6-8: Plot of the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient correction factor for steady
and quasi-steady heating. T is also applicable in transient heating when Bi is near one.
1 Such as that which might occur under AC loss deposition and quench propogation.
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Thus to avoid gross errors in the predictions of local peak temperature in the analysis of a
CICC thermohydraulic response during steady or quasi-steady heating, the overall
transverse heat transfer coefficient should be corrected such that:
Ucorrected = (6-12)•V
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Chapter VII
Conclusions & Recommendations
7.1 Porous Medium Characterization of CICC Cable Bundles
The presented experiment and analysis of Chapter IV show convincingly that multi-strand,
multi-stage cable bundles such as those found in ITER-type cable-in-conduit conductors
are well-described as porous media with respect to fluid transport. The generality of this
description is demonstrated with the presentation of data from six separate CICC cable
bundles in addition to the three samples tested in this investigation. The main parameters
dominating the flow behavior are the permeability constant, which represents a
characteristic pore size, and the dimensionless inertial coefficient, which represents a
characteristic pore shape. The equation governing the fluid transport is a modified Darcy
equation applicable to flow at all pertinent Reynolds numbers based on a characteristic
pore dimension, which is equal to the square root of the permeability constant. This
modified equation accounts for the viscous shear forces as well as the inertial forces that
appear in the upper Reynolds number range flows.
The results also reveal a general correlation which indicates that permeability tends to
increase with increasing porosity, while the inertial coefficient tends to decrease. Thus it
is evident that the potential pay-back of designing a conductor whose cable-space void
fraction is maximum can be substantial with respect to reductions in hydraulic flow
resistance and the consequent increases in induced mass flow rate.
7.1.1 Laminar Versus Turbulent Flow in the Cable Bundle
The whole nature of the porous medium characterization of CICC cable bundles renders
attempts at describing the annulus flow as either laminar or turbulent to be futile. True
laminar flow suggests that fluid streamlines are parallel; in a porous medium this condition
is approached only at Darcian Reynolds numbers ReK on the order of YKo or less, when the
motion of the fluid can be construed as "creep flow." In a CICC cable bundle however,
the flow is clearly tortuous over the whole range of applicable Reynolds numbers, and
evidence of a transitional region as reflected in the friction factor, though sought, has
never been found [23]. Further testimony to the non-existence of this transitional region is
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provided in this investigation, as the plot of Fig. 4-5 shows consistent porous medium-
type hydraulic behavior clear through a Reynolds number based on strand diameter of 500,
well below the nominal transition value of 2,300. As a result, conventional analyses of
fluid and heat transfer within the cable space using a capillary flow-type model can be
misleading. Incorporation of a superficial characteristic length such as the hydraulic
diameter to describe the flow poses no real benefit, as no correspondence between flow
through a CICC cable bundle and flow through an unobstructed enclosed channel
apparently exists. For this reason, and in the interest of enhanced clarity and consistency
as CICC designs continue to grow more complex, it seems prudent to eliminate use of the
hydraulic diameter altogether.
In addition, as we are unable to relate the true nature of the flow to enclosed channel fluid
and thermal transport behavior, we must be cautious in selecting correlations that describe
the friction factor and local heat transfer coefficient. Obviously, the constants of
permeability and inertial coefficient supersede the friction factor, and in fact fully prescribe
the fluid transport via use of the modified Darcy equation, Eq. 4-1, which serves as the
general momentum equation for flow through the cable bundle. Attempts to rewrite Eq.
4-1 in a form yielding a friction factor, as was done in Section 4.2.3, are strictly
superficial.
The local heat transfer coefficient, however, presents a different set of issues. This
coefficient prescribes the flow of thermal energy between a local pore-level volume rate of
fluid and the adjacent solid cable strands. As was alluded to in earlier Sections,
convention has it (see for example, Shajii [40]) that this coefficient is defined by the
Dittus-Boelter-Giarrantano correlation for flows considered to be in the turbulent regime,
and by some value of constant Nusselt number between 4 and 8 for flows considered to be
in the laminar regime1 . However, having concluded that in the porous cable bundle
medium, neither regime is explicitly defined, we are naturally left at a loss as to which if
either correlation is at all applicable. In fact, just as the flow tortuosity increases
momentum transfer in the cable bundle, resulting in higher friction, presumably so does it
increase heat transfer, resulting in higher heat fluxes. Interstitial heat transfer in porous
media is presently a focus of ongoing study in both the chemical and mechanical
engineering research communities. While some progress has been made in the analysis of
certain sorts of packed beds, particularly those with spherical particles [15], general
1 The precise value is still a matter of speculative debate in the CICC research community.
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theories are lacking. Evidence suggests however, (see Scheidegger [37]), that in most
circumstances, local temperature differences between the solid and fluid phases in a
porous medium are negligible, indicating that the governing heat transfer coefficient is
very high. Nevertheless, it is likely that interstitial heat transfer coefficient results for
specific types of porous media will remain the product of empirical study.
7.1.2 Three Dimensional Flow
As is made apparent by the form of Eq. 4-1, the porous medium characterization allows us
to describe a three dimensional flow field within the CICC cable-space. This represents a
clear and significant advantage over the one-dimensional uniform flow field descriptions
provided by the current slug flow models. With this new characterization, not only can
global variations in axial flow velocity be prescribed, but transverse (i.e., radial) and
azimuthal flows can be explicitly analyzed. Clearly these transient, localized flows have a
significant impact on the transfer of heat within the cable-space, and are especially critical
to achieving a better understanding of such things as the quench stability in the cable.
7.1.3 Hydraulic Resistance Measurements
Because both the permeability constant and the dimensionless inertial coefficient are
intrinsic geometric properties of the porous medium alone, the overall fluid dynamic
behavior of the CICC cable bundle can be predicted independently of the Reynolds
number. This fact virtually eliminates the need to measure the hydraulic properties of the
cable using the conventional supercritical helium. Instead, as demonstrated by the
experiment of Chapter IV, a readily available, room temperature gas such as N2 can be
used with a relatively short segment of conductor incorporated into a relatively simple
apparatus. Supercritical helium has been the traditional test fluid of choice because the
nature of the friction factor dependence on Reynolds number has thus far been unknown.
Due to the inability to use a scaled geometry without significantly altering the cable bundle
characteristics, the only fluid available which has proven capable of achieving the high
Reynolds number flow rates anticipated during actual CICC operation has been
supercritical helium itself. The porous medium characterization circumvents this difficulty
altogether, since with as little as a few data points taken virtually anywhere along the
Reynolds number axis, the constants of axial permeability and inertial coefficient can be
determined. Subsequently, the hydraulic behavior of supercritical helium flow in the cable
bundle becomes known absolutely.
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The advantages of eliminating supercritical helium from the CICC hydraulic test process
are significant. For one, results will be more accurate and thus more reliable.
Trustworthy experimental measurements of supercritical helium pressures and flow rates
are already difficult to obtain, yet results are even further obscured by volume expansion
and thermal leakage effects. Secondarily, though perhaps most notably, the removal of
supercritical helium as a necessary component in CICC cable bundle hydraulic
measurements represents a substantial reduction in testing costs. The simple apparatus
constructed for the experiment of Chapter IV may serve as a model for future testing.
Results from such an apparatus can be obtained accurately, reliably, and rapidly, providing
a quick turn-around between design and analysis that will enable CICC engineers to
experiment with several cable bundle geometries until an optimum is found.
One important recommendation for the improvement of the hydraulic resistance
measurements concerns the apparatus used to determine the cable's radial properties. The
configuration used in the experiment of Chapter IV, illustrated in Fig. 4-3, proved to be
adequate at best; however, its inability to produce a true radial flow source caused
problems and uncertainties in the results that can be eliminated after careful
reconsideration. The radial pressure drop across the cable bundle did not nearly approach
that which was expected. Consequently, the gas supply into the hole region, the
theoretical "origin" of the radial flow, was not permitted to distribute itself evenly over the
gap width prior to entering the annular cable bundle. To adjust for this, a radial flow
nozzle of sorts might be used in future testing, in which a carefully calibrated, uniformly
perforated, metallic cap is fitted into the core region of the annular cable-space and
attached to the gas supply line. The pressure drop across the nozzle should be large
compared to the pressure drop incurred by the gas when it enters the nozzle such that flow
output is even and unidirectional. This idea is similar to the concept behind household
variety irrigation systems, in which pinholes poked in a common garden hose are used to
distribute a high pressure supply of water evenly over a large area.
7.2 Coiled Wire Spring Design
The coiled wire spring data generated in the experiment of Chapter V combined with
related data derived by other, independent investigators using similar springs shows
conclusively that the hydraulic resistance of the central channel in the ITER CICCs,
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manifested in the friction factor, is much larger than is currently expected. The present
ITER correlation for friction factor in the hole region is in gross error, and must be scaled
by a factor of at least 10 in order to come into relative agreement with the measurements.
As the fluid velocity in the hole is proportional to the square root of the friction factor, the
present correlation is predicting flow rates three to four times greater than that which can
reasonably be expected in the actual case. Hence, contrary to prior assumption, the
hydraulic resistance of the central hole region may in fact be greater than that of the
annulus region, the determining factor being the actual size of the hole relative to the
annulus.
Meanwhile, the enhanced heat transfer produced by the turbulating effect of the coiled
wire spring has a negligible impact on the overall transverse heat transfer when compared
to inter-regional fluid mixing between the annulus and hole circuits. The average Nusselt
number enhancement factor A = 3 represents minimal benefit when compared to the large
sacrifice in fluid flow conductance that must be tolerated.
The data indicates, however, that the intrinsic frictional characteristics of the coiled wire
spring can be diminished without drastically affecting the transverse heat transfer by
increasing the aspect ratio of the spring beyond a value of A = 0.5. Naturally, while this
new design is certain to improve the hydraulic performance of the hole circuit flow, the
spring itself must still be capable of providing the necessary structural support for the
annular cable bundle. Moreover, comparison of the data generated in the experiment of
Chapter V with data generated by other investigators, particularly Sams [36], suggests the
possibility that reductions in friction factor can be achieved by using a coiled wire spring
whose wire diameter is small. Sams' tests, for instance, incorporated a spring whose wire
was almost two and a half times smaller than that of the ITER-type springs used here, and
yet his measured friction factor proved to be 3 to 6 times smaller than ours.
If, however, the design of the coiled wire spring turns out to be rather inflexible, an
alternative "pipe" configuration might be considered 2. This new pipe should feature two
key characteristics: low friction factor, and good structural integrity (A possible third key
characteristic would be better control over transparency- i.e., direct "contact" between
the annulus and hole regions. See Section 7.4.). One pipe candidate that does in fact
2 Or no pipe at all, provided the sub-cable foil wrappings can offer sufficient support for the annular cable
bundle against deformations induced by magnetic forces.
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feature such characteristics is the perforated tube, whose frictional properties are more
likely to emulate those of the ideal smooth-walled channel. At the same time, structural
support for the annulus region is provided and transverse heat transfer is negligibly
affected.
7.3 Sizing of the Central Hole
Both theoretical and experimental analysis seem to suggest that a large-sized hole relative
to the annular cable bundle is most desirable. Essentially, we are presented with an all-or-
nothing situation, since the benefits afforded by the hole circuit quickly diminish with its
diameter, to the point that the hole can actually be considered detrimental to the CICC
design under certain circumstances. In other words, if the hole cannot be sized large
enough so that it can provide significant thermohydraulic advantage to the conductor, it
merely becomes a waste of valuable space.
Large hole size is desired for two reasons. For one, large Ah is needed to offset the
intrinsic hydraulic resistance of the hole channel as designed with the coiled wire spring
insert. Because of the considerable frictional characteristics of the spring, only a large
hole diameter will provide a mass flux (i.e., flow velocity) that can prove beneficial to the
total conductor flow capacity and hence the global system heat transport performance.
Moreover, a large hole is desired in order to maximize the heat capacity rate of fluid
through the system. A large hole diameter results in a large hole area relative to the
annulus. Consequently, the heat capacitance ratio C decreases. Assuming that the mass
flux in the hole region is the greater, smaller C enhances the dispersion of thermal energy
in the system, and as is evident in the plots of Section 2.3, also increases the velocity of
the dispersion wave, given that - -1/(1 +C). Thus the effect of increasing the hole
diameter is doubly beneficial.
A possible third and related advantage to maximizing the hole diameter is that given a
rigid set of constraints on the overall conductor size, the annulus region must be made
thinner, or more ring-like. The benefit of this design tactic relates to our concern over the
annulus Biot number. Recall from Section 6.3 that a large Biot number may be
problematic to the CICC heat transport, and that a small Biot number, brought about in
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part by a thinner annulus, is more conducive to optimal thermal energy dispersion as
described by the transport equations of Chapter II.
7.4 Transverse Heat Transfer
As was alluded to in Section 7.2 above, inter-regional fluid mixing is the dominant
mechanism of transverse heat transfer between the annulus and hole circuits. The mixing
contribution to the overall transverse heat transfer coefficient far surpasses that of the wall
convective heat transfer, even when enhanced by a turbulator such as the coiled wire
spring insert. The theory predicts that transverse heat transfer across the annulus-hole
interface will be so good, in fact, that it can almost be considered perfect, implying that the
annulus and hole region temperatures are nearly indistinguishable.
The model predicts that mixing heat transfer will remain dominant even for very small
values of cable bundle radial permeability, on the order of 10- cm2, which describes a very
tightly-packed medium such as moist soil [37]. This result bodes well for possible design
changes to the cable bundle that may cause the radial permeability to decrease below the
values derived in the experiment of Chapter IV. One such change that has already been
firmly incorporated into the ITER conductor designs is the inclusion of the sub-cable
stainless foil wrapping. Nevertheless, despite the rather benevolent predictions of the
model, it is worthwhile to experimentally determine the effects of the sub-cable foil
wrapping on the radial permeability, K,. Only by doing this can we be assured that the
transverse inter-regional mixing is indeed good for the ITER conductors as currently
designed.
Yet another measurement that is needed in order to confirm the accuracy and applicability
of the model is that of the composite annulus thermal conductivity, K'. Without a sound
evaluation of this special property of the cable bundle, we cannot reliably assess the
annulus Biot number. As a result of this short-coming we inevitably run the risk of
overestimating the transverse thermal diffusion of heat and thus underestimating the peak
temperature values in the annulus. If we assume that the fluid flow effects on K* are
minimal, the key determinant of this parameter is the contact resistance factor 4 that scales
the volume-averaged molecular thermal conductivity of the solid cable strands. However,
it is worthwhile to measure K• under conditions in which a net positive axial flow is forced
through the porous cable bundle in order to validate our initial assumption. As such
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measurements currently lie at the forefront of porous media research, the acquisition of
accurate and explainable results stands to have significant scientific as well as practical
value.
On a final note, it is critically important to consider the effects of such large values of
overall transverse heat transfer coefficient on the global heat transport dynamics of the
CICC system. In previous, related studies (see, for example, [5,12]) it has been assumed
not only that U is infinite, but that infinite U in fact represents an ideal scenario. However,
in recalling the analysis of Chapter II in which the dominant heat transport parameter Ti
was related directly to U, we found that U- T1 = c does not necessarily represent an
optimal operating condition at all. In the limit as 11 approaches infinity, transverse
diffusion becomes perfect, but axial dispersion is eliminated. This is because the
efficiency with which thermal energy is transferred back and forth between the annulus
and hole circuits becomes perfect, and consequently opportunities to spread this energy
over increasingly larger volumes of fluid and cable totally vanish. As the opportunity to
spread the thermal energy over a larger volume, and consequently, a growing heat
capacity diminishes, the energy transfer becomes further constricted, energy
concentrations held high, and ultimately, temperatures remain peaked. On the other hand,
U - i = 0 clearly does not represent an optimal operating condition either, as in this
limiting case the annulus and hole circuits are completely de-coupled and the hole heat
capacity rate is of no use. To achieve an optimized CICC with central hole heat transport
system then, it is apparent that we must maximize the dispersion effect. From inspection
of the governing heat transport response equations of Sec. 2.2, and the resultant graphical
results of Sec. 2.3, it is also apparent that to achieve maximum dispersion, we must find
the optimal combination of values for both the NTU parameter ¶1 and the heat capacity
ratio C. For example, with the selection of C = 3, the results of Sec. 2.3, show clearly that
compared to the responses shown corresponding to other values, the ones associated with
the median value of rl = 10 achieve the greatest dispersion effect and thus the fastest
spreading of thermal energy.
Thus it is incumbent upon CICC engineers to design the ITER conductors so that rl, or
more directly U, ranges near its optimal value. As such, it is conceivable that such large
values of overall transverse heat transfer coefficient predicted by the theoretical model are
in fact undesirable and require some modification. Given that the mixing contribution to U
is apparently dominant, it naturally becomes our first target. Without delving into a
complex analysis of how U,, is best altered, it is obvious that the most efficient route is to
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modify the coiled wire spring transparency factor a, since it scales the heat transfer
coefficient linearly. Herein yet another advantage to replacing the coiled wire spring with
an alternative pipe such as the perforated tube stands out: with judicious selection of the
perforation size and general distribution, the transparency factor and thus the overall
transverse heat transfer coefficient is easily controlled.
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Appendix A
Applicability to Supercritical Helium
Two characteristic features render supercritical helium unique among most other fluids: its
wildly variable compressibility, and its rather bizarre thermodynamic behavior in the
neighborhood of the He I critical point. It is this later feature which makes supercritical
helium such a desirable coolant for low-temperature superconductors, as its heat capacity
surges near the critical point, making the fluid an excellent absorber of thermal energy. At
the same time, however, it is this same feature which makes supercritical helium so
difficult to model in theory and to emulate in the laboratory. Nevertheless, by applying a
thoughtfully derived set of modeling criteria in conjunction with a carefully constructed set
test conditions, it is possible to generate thermohydraulic experimental data using other
fluids that can be extrapolated to apply to models governing supercritical helium behavior.
For instance, hydraulic resistance measurements (or traditionally, friction factor
measurements) in fixed-geometry CICCs are conventionally performed using supercritical
helium for seemingly one main reason- its small kinematic viscosity allows high Reynolds
numbers to be attained without imposing an excessive pressure drop or flow velocity on
the system. Variable thermodynamic property effects of the supercritical helium are
completely ignored, since in all cases as part of the standard testing procedure property
averages are taken based on conditions at the inlet and outlet of the test length. Not
surprisingly, this is the same procedure used on other fluids, with the exception of ideal
gases whose equation of state is precisely known.
Compressibility effects of the helium are also inconsequential. According to at least one
source [ 11], fluid acceleration in a highly compressible supercritical helium flow CICC
circuit accounts for only 1% of the total measured value of friction factor (isothermal
compressibility, i, contributes - 0.1% from the pressure drop; thermal expansivity, P,
contributes - 1% from viscous dissipation temperature increases). This discrepancy is
clearly negligible, considering that the flow rate is proportional to J-. Thus in adopting
the modified Darcy equation, Eq. 4-1:
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p - +E pe2/i 2= 1u + Ui2 (4-1)
axi K1  ,r £
for use in modeling the mixing contribution to the overall transverse heat transfer
coefficient, it would seem that we are justified in ignoring supercritical helium
compression effects here as well. This reasoning is even further ratified when the medium
specific (i.e., fluid independent) properties of directional permeability and inertial
coefficient are accurately determined using a test fluid with an explicitly known equation
of state, or one whose thermodynamic properties are known and can be considered
constant.
For heat transport, on the other hand, the difficulties become less well-defined. The
problems inherent to obtaining and correlating heat transfer measurements in particular
using a fluid other than supercritical helium lies in the fact that He I thermodynamic
properties are not only variable, but generally strong functions of temperature. Property
variability presents the challenge of averaging values in both an accurate and consistent
manner. Despite these difficulties, Giarrantano et al. [16] as well as other investigators
have shown that wall-to-fluid heat transfer in forced-flow turbulent supercritical helium
can be accurately described by the relation:
NuD = C.ReosPr.4 w (A-I)
where Giarrantano identifies C = 0.0259, a = -0.716. However, as we have shown in the
text of Chapter V, Eq. C-1 has the same form as the well-known Dittus-Boelter equation
for incompressible turbulent flow heat transfer in a smooth-walled pipe, the only
exceptions being the values of C and a (Dittus-Boelter has C = 0.023, a = 0). Clearly the
differences in the constants are so small as to be considered negligible in light of the
general model for U, particularly when Ta/T h approaches unity. Nonetheless, the form of
Eq. C-1 allows us to make direct use of Giarrantano's constants in applying the heat
transfer coefficient enhancement factor A to the wall-convective contribution Ucol.
In turn, the minute discrepancies in the correlations of incompressible heat transfer and
supercritical helium heat transfer instill confidence in our model for the inter-regional
mixing contribution, U,,. As long as the difference between the annulus and hole region
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temperatures is small, we can presume that bulk exchanges of thermal energy between the
two circuits occur at constant density, such that average values of p, specific heat cp, and
dynamic viscosity g suffice in the governing equations.
Therefore neither the mixing nor the wall-convective components of the model for overall
transverse heat transfer coefficient are beyond the scope of applicability to supercritical
helium. Moreover, the empirical constants required to bring closure to the model are by
definition characteristics specific to the geometry of the CICC itself, independent of the
fluid used in the testing.
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Appendix B
Solution to Annular Cable Bundle Pressure
Perturbation Induced Flow in Cylindrical
Coordinates
Beginning with statements of the governing momentum equations in a cylindrical
coordinate system:
ap' p aq" +dP Eq (B-1)
ax E at K' X
op' p ' a t ,
-= +  q' (B-2)
ar E at K'
and thus the continuity equation (incompressible form) is given by:
X +--(r-q) = 0 (B-3)
ax r ar
Recall from Sec. 3.3.1 that p is the fluid density, E is the cable bundle porosity, q' is the
fluctuating component of the volume-averaged discharge through the bundle, p' is the
fluctuating pressure component, and
K, K,K = , KK= r (B-4)S1+2J. ReK 1+r ReK~
where the permeability Reynolds number, also known as the Darcian Reynolds number, is
defined as:
Re. = (B-5)
V
Note by comparing Eqs. 3-17 and B-4 that we have substituted the subscript 'r' for 'y' in
denoting the transverse permeability K, and the transverse inertial coefficient J, for clarity.
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If we assume
p'(x,r, t) = Re p(r)e'i dk+aW} (B-6)
where p(r) is a complex amplitude of the pressure perturbations:
p'= Reik p(r)ei(+t' )} (B-7)
ax
p = Re dp(r) e ik+) (B-8)
)r dr
we may substitute Eqs. B-7 and B-8 into Eqs. B-1 and B-2 and to solve:
Re - ikE- p(r) i(+m) (B-9)S= Re (a + i)
q'= Re E dp(r)e i(U+• ) (B-10)
: Re p(, + i) dr
where
EV Ev/K, EV Ev/K,
a, = = a, = = (B-11)
K" 1+2J.
. 
ReK K 1+Jr Re"Kf
Thus it remains to solve for the complex amplitude p(r) in order to complete our
solutions. If Eq. B-4 is back-substituted into Eqs. B-1 and B-2, and subsequently we take
the derivatives with respect to x and r of each and add:
Sa x +r (r-q))+K(q + a•(r'q)),  r JReK (2- + I (r-q )r
e at x rar r K ax r ar q . K ax r ar (B-12)
a p' 1 a ( p'
ax r ar ar
Note that we have been able to clump the axial and radial components of the discharge
into the second and third terms of the left hand side of Eq. B-12 because we have assumed
that the cable bundle medium can be described by isotropic properties K for permeability
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and J for inertial coefficient. Also note that by doing this, we may substitute Eq. B-3 into
B-12 to obtain:
ya, + i.
when K, = K, and J. = J,.
Equation B-14 is a Modified Bessel Equation of order zero. Its general solution is:
p(r) = C,l, (kpr) + C2Ko(kPr)
Applying the same boundary conditions as given in Eqs. 3-22 and 3-27, namely:
ap' 1 - r=. =0
ay an-h
p'(x, 0, t) = Re{ poe (kZ- "))
Eq. B-16 may be restated in particular form
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a2 p, I a p'+-- r --
Jx rt•r -r
pJ -ReK aq" =0
K ax
Further substitution of Eqs. B-6 and B-9 into Eq. B-13 yields:
1 d(dp(r)) 2 (ik) 2 e EPJ*ReK
-- r +(ik)2 p(r)-  K p(r)= 0
r dr dr p(a, +ia) K
(B-13)
where
d2p(r) +1 dp(r)d k2p(r)= drdr2 r dr (B-14)
(B-15)
(B-16)
(B-17)
(B-18)
p(r) [K (kprOu,)IO(kIr)+ I (kpr,,)Ko(kfr)]
p()= (B-19)[K, (kpr.,,)o (kpr,,) + I, (kpro.,)KO(kIrf ))]
with which q'(x,r,t) and q'(x,r,t) may be found from Eqs. B-9 and B-10.
Unfortunately, even in an isotropic cable bundle porous medium, 1 is complex so long as
q7- ReK •0. Hence the evaluation of Eq. B-19 becomes exceedingly difficult, as few
computer-based mathematical and engineering applications feature the ability to evaluate
Bessel functions with complex arguments. If we assume however, that r/ro., -4 1 for all r
in our range of interest, Eq. B-19 can be expanded to yield [16]:
Po cosh[kp(ro., - r)]
p(r) = (B-19)
cosh[kp(ro., - ri)]
Given that y = ri, -r and h = ro., - r., in the y coordinate variable Eq. B-19 is transformed
to:
Po cosh[kp(y + h)]
p(y) = (B-19)
cosh[kph]
which is exactly the form found in solving the system in rectangular coordinates, as
articulated in Sec. 3.3.3.
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Appendix C
Permeability Measurement Sample Preparation
Step by step instructions used for the construction of three different CICC with central
hole samples follows:
1. A 35" long section of stainless steel 304 tubing, 1.9" OD x 0.0625" (Y6") thick, was
acquired. The tube actually had 29" of usable (i.e., undeformed) length.
2. 29" of the MIT 92-1 cable configured with the central coiled wire spring insert was cut
with a bandsaw.
3. The central coiled wire spring was removed and replaced with a solid stainless steel
rod of like diameter (Y " = 9.525 mm).
4. The cable was inserted into the stainless steel jacket and swaged. The full 29" was
first swaged using a 1.750" die; approximately two-thirds of the length was
subsequently swaged using the 1.667" die; finally, approximately one-half of that two-
thirds length section was swaged using the 1.587" die. The stainless steel rod served
to sustain the dimensional integrity of the hole.
5. The resultant product was then brought to Northeast EDM, Inc. in Newburyport, MA,
where six electro-erosion cuts were made such that three 7" segments of uniform
diameter CICC were obtained. These three segments became the three samples used
in the experiment of Chapter IV. Electrical discharge machining was used in order to
obtain smooth, smearless end-faces. Contact machining such as cutting with a
diamond-tip saw would result in intolerable deformation of the cable due to the soft
nature of the copper.
6. The three samples were then cleaned in an acetone bath, in order to remove trapped
moisture and oxidation.
7. The gross dimensions and effective void fractions (i.e., porosities) were carefully
measured.
8. Three pairs of 4% " OD x " thick stainless steel flanges were machined. The flanges
featured four clearance-holes to accommodate Y " bolts. O-ring grooves were also
machined into one side of each flange. The inner diameters of the flanges were
machined to come within Y32" of the sample outer diameters.
9. The pairs of flanges were then brazed (better to weld) to their respective samples.
10. The three samples were re-cleaned in an acetone bath to remove external oxidation.
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